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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) & Collection Information

What Is Descriptive Video?

A descriptive video is a regular home video cassette or disc that has been formatted to include an additional audio track. On this additional audio track, a narrator describes the visual elements of the program - the action, characters, locations, costumes and sets - without interfering with the program's dialogue or sound effects. No special feature or device is needed to hear this audio description. All you need is a standard VHS video cassette recorder (VCR) or DVD player and a television.

Many of the videos in the Nebraska Descriptive Video Collection are great blockbuster movies, popular Public Broadcasting Service television programs, and select Turner Classic Movies purchased from the Descriptive Video Service® (DVS®), a non-profit organization begun in 1990 by the WGBH Educational Foundation, a producer of public television programs. All DVS® home videos are also closed-captioned for people who are deaf and hard-of-hearing.

Other videos in the Nebraska Descriptive Video Collection are network and cable television programs produced with audio description and donated by Narrative Television Network (NTN) a television network founded in 1988 with the mission to make television "programs accessible to visually impaired people."

Major funding for Descriptive Video Service® and Narrative Television Network is provided by the United States Department of Education. The Nebraska Descriptive Video Collection also includes videos purchased from AudioVision Canada and TheatreVision.
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Loan Policy

Borrowers must be registered, active users of the Nebraska Library Commission Talking Book and Braille Service. Descriptive video service is designed to benefit individuals who are blind or visually impaired. Individuals who are physically disabled or learning disabled are advised that they would probably not benefit from descriptive video service. Residents of states other than Nebraska are not eligible. Those under 18 may borrow videos with a parent’s or guardian’s signed permission. The library will not provide, nor will it loan, VCRs or TVs.

All borrowers must complete, sign, and return the Descriptive Video Borrower Registration Form.

If a video is lost or damaged, the Nebraska Library Commission will invoice the borrower for the cost of replacement. Another video will not be loaned to the borrower until the invoice is paid.

Each borrower may borrow only one title at a time per loan period. Borrowers may not check out another title until the title currently checked out is received and checked in by the library.

Borrowers may keep a video request list on file at the library. The first available video from the list will be sent automatically each time a borrower returns a video. Video titles may not be reserved for specific dates.

The loan period is 14 days. There will be no renewals.
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Loan Policy Con’t

Educators who borrow descriptive videos for classroom use are hereby advised to comply with the provisions consistent with the Educators’ Performance Rights.TM*

Public institutions, other than nursing homes, which borrow descriptive videos from the library for use in a group setting may need to obtain a Motion Picture Licensing Agreement.TM*

Videos may be mailed “Free Matter for the Blind or Handicapped.” Borrowers should return videos by turning the address card over so that the library’s address is facing up. No postage is required.

Abuse of the video lending service, such as repeated overdues or damaged tapes, may result in the suspension of descriptive video service to a borrower.

*Contact the Nebraska Library Commission for more information.
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How to Borrow from the Descriptive Video Collections

Call the Talking Book and Braille Service toll-free at 800-742-7691. A title will be sent from the stock available at the time of the request, so borrowers should have selected several titles from the catalog before calling. The library will maintain request lists but not accept reserves for specific dates.

Tips for Home Video Care

Videos will melt; don't place them near heaters and radiators. The heat of a closed car or direct sunlight causes major video damage. Magnetic or electro-magnetic fields may damage videos. Do not place videos on top of TV sets or stereo speakers; or near electric motors. Dust, dirt, food particles, and liquids will all cause damage if they get inside the video cassette. Condensation on the tape will keep it from playing. Allow videos to warm to room temperature before inserting in the player.
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DVS CATALOG: CONTENTS

FILM

1) ACTION & ADVENTURE
2) COMEDY
3) DRAMA
4) FAMILY
5) HOLIDAY
6) MUSICALS
7) MYSTERY & SUSPENSE
8) ROMANCE
9) SCIENCE FICTION & HORROR
10) WESTERN

TELEVISION

1) CHILDREN’S TELEVISION
2) DOCUMENTARY & BIOGRAPHY
3) NETWORK TELEVISION
4) NONFICTION TELEVISION
5) SCIENCE
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**DVS CATALOG - FILM - ACTION & ADVENTURE**

**DVS 19715 Top Gun**
Tom Cruise is a daring young flyer who's out to become the best of the best at the Navy's fighter weapons school. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

**DVS 19722 Dick Tracy**
The box office sensation starring Warren Beatty, Madonna, and a cast of superstar villains. Touchstone Home Video. Rated PG.

**DVS 19734 The Hunt for Red October**
Sean Connery and Alec Baldwin star in the techno-thriller about a pre-Glasnost Soviet nuclear sub defecting to the United States. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

**DVS 19735 Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark**
Harrison Ford is Indiana Jones, the bullwhip-cracking adventurer/archaeologist. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

**DVS 22535 Clear and Present Danger**
Harrison Ford returns as Jack Ryan, now acting CIA Deputy Director. He investigates the murder of the President's friend, a businessman with ties to drug cartels. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG-13.
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**DVS CATALOG - FILM - ACTION & ADVENTURE**

DVS 25999 Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

DVS 34866 Patriot Games
Harrison Ford stars in this explosive thriller as Jack Ryan, a former CIA analyst who performs a courageous act that marks him and his family as targets for terrorists. Paramount Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 42272 True Lies
Arnold Schwarzenegger stars as a special agent whose secret life is revealed when he and his wife, played by Jamie Lee Curtis, find themselves trying to escape the clutches of international terrorists. An exhilarating mix of nonstop action and romantic comedy. Fox Video. Rated R.

DVS 48432 Speed
Hold on for the ride of your life as you jump on board a crowded city bus racing through Los Angeles at more than fifty miles per hour. Unless a SWAT team can diffuse a bomb in time, it will explode when the bus slows down. Fox Video. Rated R.

DVS 48433 Basic Instinct
A chilling, murder mystery starring Michael Douglas as a detective obsessed with solving a case involving a lovely, mysterious novelist, played by actress Sharon Stone. LIVE Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 70394 Apollo 13
Based on the true story of an actual Apollo mission, three astronauts fight a desperate battle to make it back to earth in their damaged spacecraft. Starring Tom Hanks, Gary Sinise, Bill Paxton and Kevin Bacon. Universal Home Video. Rated PG.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - ACTION & ADVENTURE

DVS 70437 Sneakers

DVS 70440 Ransom
In this action-thriller, Mel Gibson stars as Tom Mullen, a wealthy executive whose charmed life is suddenly shattered when his young son is abducted by a gang of ruthless criminals and held for ransom. Also starring Rene Russo. Touchstone Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 70441 The Rock
San Francisco is taken hostage by a vengeful general. Only a young FBI agent and a notorious federal prisoner have the skills to defuse the lethal situation. Sean Connery and Nicolas Cage star in this action-packed thriller. Hollywood Pictures. Rated R.

DVS 70629 The Snows of Kilimanjaro

DVS 70640 The White Orchid
A highly respected archaeologist is annoyed when the photographer who will document his work in Guatemala turns out to be a brash, beautiful blond. Not rated.

DVS 70662 Spiderman
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DVS CATALOG - FILM - ACTION & ADVENTURE

DVS 70679  King Solomon's Mines
Equipped with nothing but an ancient map recovered from a dead Portuguese trader, Patrick O'Brien disappears into the desert in search of the legendary diamond mines of Biblical King Solomon. O'Brien's daughter sets out to find him with the help of a native guide and a party of big game hunters led by Allan Quartermain. They survive the desert and capture by a native tribe led by a bloodthirsty chief, only to discover that the legendary mines are guarded by a vicious witch doctor and buried deep within a still-active volcano. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70684  Daredevil
By day, blind attorney Matt Murdock toils for justice in Hell's Kitchen. By night, he's Daredevil, the man without fear—a powerful, masked vigilante stalking the dark streets with an uncanny radar sense that allows him to "see" with superhuman capabilities. But when the love of his life, fiery Elektra Natchios, is targeted by New York City's ruthless Kingpin of crime and his deadly assassin Bullseye, Daredevil may be about to meet his match. Fox Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70689  Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl
The roguish yet charming Captain Jack Sparrow's idyllic pirate life capsizes after his nemesis, the wily captain Barbossa, steals his ship the Black Pearl, and later attacks the town of Port Royal, kidnapping the governor's beautiful daughter Elizabeth. In a gallant attempt to rescue her and recapture the Black Pearl, Elizabeth's childhood friend Will Turner joins forces with Jack. What Will doesn't know is that a cursed treasure has doomed Barbossa and his crew to live forever as the undead. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated PG-13.
DVS 70710  The Snow Walker
Stranded in the high arctic after his bush plane crashes, maverick pilot Charlie Halliday is brashly confident that he'll get out alive. Leaving Kanaalaq, the ailing young Inuit woman he was flying to a hospital, he makes a disastrous solo attempt to walk out of the vast wilderness. When his ignorance almost gets him killed, Charlie is obliged to realize that Kanaalaq and her understanding of this beautiful but unforgiving environment offer their only hope of surviving. Audiovision Canada. Rated PG.

DVS 70711  Undisputed
Serving a life sentence for murder, boxer Monroe Hutchen (Wesley Snipes) has become the California prison system's heavyweight champion with a record of 61 wins and no losses. Then world heavyweight champion George “Iceman” Chambers arrives to serve a sentence for rape. Tensions arise as Chambers displays his contempt for the inmates and their champ. When an aging mob boss and ring aficionado arranges a fight to the finish between the two heavyweights, the stage is set for one of the most brutal bouts ever fought—in or out of prison. Audiovision Canada. Rated R.

DVS 70720  Batman Begins
In the wake of his parents' murders, disillusioned heir Bruce Wayne (Christian Bale) travels the world seeking the means to fight injustice and turn fear against those who prey on the fearful. With the help of his trusted butler, Alfred (Michael Caine), Detective Jim Gordon (Gary Oldman), and his ally, Lucius Fox (Morgan Freeman), Wayne returns to Gotham City and unleashes his alter ego—Batman—a masked crusader who uses strength, intellect, and an array of high-tech weaponry to fight the sinister forces that threaten the city. Warner Bros Pictures. Rated PG-13.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - ACTION & ADVENTURE

DVS 70723 Fantastic Four
Jessica Alba, Michael Chiklis, and Chris Evans head a sexy, star-powered cast in this explosive adventure about a quartet of flawed, ordinary human beings who suddenly find themselves with extraordinary abilities. After exposure to cosmic radiation, four astronauts become the most remarkable, if dysfunctional, super heroes of all time. Unfortunately, the mission's sponsor has also been transformed—into the world's most lethal super-villain—setting the stage for a confrontation of epic proportions. Twentieth Century Fox. Rated. PG-13.

DVS 70727 The Last Samurai
The Samurai live by a code of honor. Now they must also die for it. But they're not alone in their struggle against the forces that would forever change them. Tom Cruise plays civil war hero Capt. Nathan Algren, who comes to Japan to fight the Samurai and ends up pledging himself to their cause. Ken Watanabe plays Katsumoto, a Samurai leader facing a vanishing way of life, whose destiny becomes intertwined with that of the American captain. Warner Bros. Pictures. Rated R.

DVS 70728 Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie smolder in this sizzling action film. After five (or six) years of vanilla-wedded bliss, ordinary suburbanites John and Jane Smith are stuck in a rut the size of the Grand Canyon—until the truth comes out! Unbeknownst to each other, they are both coolly lethal, highly paid assassins working for rival organizations. When they discover they are each other's next target, their secret lives collide in a fun, explosive mix of wicked comedy, pent-up passion, nonstop action, and high-tech weaponry that give an all-new meaning to "till death do us part!" Twentieth Century Fox. Rated PG-13.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - ACTION & ADVENTURE

DVS 70738 King Kong
In 1933 New York, an overly ambitious movie producer coerces his cast and hired ship crew to travel to mysterious Skull Island, where they encounter Kong, a giant ape who is immediately smitten with leading lady Ann Darrow. Universal Studios. Rated R.

DVS 70744 Bullet to Beijing
After Harry Palmer (Michael Caine) is forced into early retirement from the British Secret Service, a mysterious Russian known only as Alex (Sir Michael Gambon) flies him to St. Petersburg. Avoiding assassination by a Chechen gang, Harry agrees to find a lethal biochemical agent that has been stolen from Alex. Traveling to Beijing on the Trans-Siberian railway, he finds himself at the centre of a double cross featuring North Koreans and an arms-for-heroin deal. From the book by Len Deighton. Audiovision Canada. Rated R.

DVS 70750 Hit Lady
A beautiful assassin (Yvette Mimieux) uses her charms to get close to her targets before killing them. Then, in the course of seducing a union president (Joseph Campanella), she comes to care for him—and finds herself in a deadly dilemma: fulfill the contract or be hunted down and killed by her ruthless employer. Audiovision Canada. Rated R.

DVS 70759 Treasure of the Yankee Zephyr
An eccentric old codger (Donald Pleasance) enlists his young partner (Ken Wahl) and his daughter (Leslie Ann Warren) in an expedition to recover a treasure. But the mysterious Mr. Brown (George Peppard) has other plans. A merry chase indeed. Audiovision Canada. Rated PG.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - COMEDY

DVS 19713 Beverly Hills Cop
Eddie Murphy portrays a street-smart Detroit detective on the trail of a friend's murderer in posh Beverly Hills. Paramount Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 19721 Three Men and a Baby
The arrival of a baby drastically changes the lives of bachelors Tom Selleck, Steve Guttenberg, and Ted Danson. Touchstone Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 19727 Parenthood
Steve Martin and Director Ron Howard team up with an all-star cast in this hilarious and touching comedy about family life. MCA/Universal Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 22528 Home Alone
Macauley Culkin stars as an eight-year-old who is accidentally left at home on a family Christmas vacation. During the time that his mother struggles to return home, he busies himself rigging booby traps for two bumbling burglars. FoxVideo. Rated PG.

DVS 22546 Sister Act II: Back in the Habit
Whoopi answers her calling once again and delivers her special brand of habit-forming fun when she goes undercover as Sister Mary Clarence at a troubled inner-city school. Touchstone Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 24330 Sister Act
This divine hit comedy overflowing with laughs stars Whoopi Goldberg as a sassy, low-rent lounge singer forced to hide from the mob, disguised as a nun. Touchstone Home Video. Rated PG.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - COMEDY

DVS 26904 Father of the Bride
Steve Martin stars in this hilarious and heart-warming remake as the befuddled father whose hysterical trials and tribulations leading up to his daughter’s wedding will leave you in stitches. Touchstone Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 34867 The Addams Family

DVS 40391 The Full Monty
Six unemployed men, inspired by touring male strippers, try to make a small fortune by putting on their own striptease. Twentieth Century Home Entertainment. Rated R.

DVS 70391 The Nutty Professor
Shy and overweight Dr. Sherman Klump tries to win over the heart of a pretty young co-worker by drinking an experimental fat-reducing serum. Starring Eddie Murphy, who portrays seven different characters. Universal Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70392 Big
Tom Hanks plays Josh Baskin, a twelve-year-old boy who becomes trapped in a thirty-year-old’s body after he is granted a wish from the carnival genie to become big. With the help of his friend Josh, he gets a job at a toy company and climbs to the top but soon starts to miss the real joys of childhood. FoxVideo. Rated PG.
DVS 70438 Liar, Liar
Jim Carrey stars as a slick, fast-talking attorney who habitually lies. When his son's wish -- that he tell the truth for one day -- is granted, hilarious consequences unfold. Also starring Swoosie Kurtz. Universal Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70582 Twins
Twins who look nothing alike are separated at birth. Years later they meet and set off on a hilarious cross-country adventure to find their mother. Starring Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny DeVito. Universal Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 70615 There's Something About Mary
A riotous comedy/love story starring Ben Stiller as angst-driven Ted who, due to an unfortunate accident, misses going to his prom with the girl of his dreams, Mary (played by Cameron Diaz). Thirteen years pass, and Ted can't get Mary off his mind, so he hires a private detective to track her down. This video includes outrageous never-before-seen footage. Fox Video, Rated R.

DVS 70621 Mrs. Doubtfire
Comedy starring Robin Williams about a man who dons a wig, makeup and a dress to be hired as a nanny in order to spend more time with his children. Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70628 Life With Father
In New York City at the turn of the century, Clare Day insists on running his household as efficiently as he runs his office down on Wall Street. Starring William Powell, Elizabeth Taylor. Not rated.
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DVS 70630 Meet the Parents
Male nurse is poised to propose to his girlfriend during a weekend stay at her parent's home. First he needs to ask her father, an ex-CIA agent. Starring Robert DeNiro and Ben Stiller. DreamWorks Pictures. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70670 Bad Money
When George Baines is summarily fired from his job, his life begins to spiral toward disaster. His daughter is a wannabe anarchist with a punk boyfriend, his wife has retreated into a superficial world of women's decorating magazines, and his twin boys only care about their in-line skates and computer camp. Meanwhile Jan Wells can't get any customers to eat at her Vegetarian Wholefoods Café. Her landlord is a brutal bully, her waiter is weird, and even the local paperboy is raking in more money then she is. Over the course of a week, their lives begin to intersect and then collide in this dark comedy. Coarse Language. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70681 Bruce Almighty
Comic genius Jim Carrey stars with Jennifer Aniston and Morgan Freeman in the entertaining comedy hit of the year, that critics are applauding as a "laugh a minute." Bruce Nolan is a TV reporter who believes the entire universe is stacked against him. In a life-altering encounter, the big guy upstairs endows Bruce with all of his divine powers and challenges Bruce to take on the big job to see if he can do it any better. Universal Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70703 Meet the Fockers
Domestic disaster looms for male nurse Greg Focker (Ben Stiller) when his straight-laced, ex-CIA father-in-law (Robert De Niro) asks to meet his wildly unconventional mom and dad (Barbara Streisand and Dustin Hoffman). It's family bonding gone hysterically haywire. Universal Pictures/Dreamworks Film. Rated PG-13.
DVS Catalog - Film - Comedy

DVS 70719 40 Year Old Virgin
Andy Stitzer has a nice life complete with an action figure collection and a cushy job at an electronics store. But the only thing is, he’s a 40-year-old virgin who has just fallen in love with a woman who doesn’t want sex in the relationship. MCA Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 70736 Date Movie
Julia Jones (Alyson Hannigan) has found the perfect guy, the very-British and very-unfortunately-named Grant Fockyerdoder (Adam Campbell). But before they can have their Big Fat Greek Wedding, they must Meet the Parents, hook up with The Wedding Planner, and contend with Giant's friend Andy (Sophie Monk) who wants to put an end to her Best Friend's Wedding. 20th Century Fox. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70780 Laurel and Hardy's The Flying Deuces
On vacation in Paris with Stan, Ollie falls head over heels for the charming and lovely daughter of the innkeeper. When his passion proves unrequited, he determines to end it all. And Stan barely manages to deflect him from jumping into the Seine. To get over his amour, Ollie decides to join the Foreign Legion—with Stan, of course for company. Totally out of step with life in the legion, the two clowns stumble from k.p. duty toward a firing squad as they infuriate their way up the chain of command. With the whole garrison gunning for them, their only way out is an airplane. Except neither knows how to fly. 70 minutes. 1939. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 19717 Dead Poets Society
Robin Williams portrays a talented teacher of English who inspires his students to live life to the fullest. Touchstone Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 19730 Field of Dreams
Kevin Costner portrays an Iowa farmer who is inspired by a voice he cannot ignore to pursue a dream he can hardly believe. MCA/Universal Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 19733 The Godfather
The epic masterpiece featuring Marlon Brando as Sicilian Don Corleone who rises to power in America's underworld. Paramount Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 22525 The Joy Luck Club
The story of four remarkable Asian women whose lifelong friendship reveals the startling events that have shaped their lives, and the hopes and dreams they hold for their children. Hollywood Pictures Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 22526 Forrest Gump
Experience events spanning three decades through the eyes of an innocent at large in an America that is losing its innocence. Paramount Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 22538 Chaplin
Robert Downey, Jr., stars as Charlie Chaplin in this grand-scale portrait of The Little Tramp’s amazing life and times. LIVE Home Video. Rated PG-13.
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DVS 22544 On Golden Pond
Featuring Katherine Hepburn, Henry Fonda, and Jane Fonda as the Thayer family who are forced to renew the bonds of love and overcome years of generational friction. LIVE Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 25992 Terms of Endearment
Shirley MacLaine and Debra Winger are unforgettable as a mother and daughter locked in a turbulent relationship over thirty years. Winner of five Academy Awards®. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 26907 The Ten Commandments
This great Cecil B. DeMille epic tells the story of Moses, who turned his back on the privileged life of a Pharaoh to lead his people to freedom. Charlton Heston and Yul Brynner star. Paramount Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 33481 Titanic
Leonardo DiCaprio and Oscar-nominee Kate Winslet light up the screen as Jack and Rose, the young lovers who find one another on the maiden voyage of the "unsinkable" R.M.S. Titanic. But when the doomed luxury liner collides with an iceberg in the frigid North Atlantic, their passionate love affair becomes a thrilling race for survival. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG-13. Descriptive TheatreVision™

DVS 40381 Casablanca
In this true Hollywood classic, Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman portray former lovers reunited in Morocco during the chaos of World War II. 1943 Academy Award® winner for Best Picture. MGM/UA Home Video. Not rated.

DVS 40382 Driving Miss Daisy
Jessica Tandy and Morgan Freeman star in this joyous comedy about a headstrong southern lady and her ever-patient chauffeur. 1989 Academy Award® winner for Best Picture. Warner Home Video. Rated PG.
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**DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA**

DVS 40385 Stand and Deliver
An inspirational story of a math teacher at East Los Angeles' Garfield High who refuses to write off his inner-city students as losers. Starring Edward James Olmos. Warner Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 40387 The Miracle Worker
Inspiring film starring Patty Duke and Anne Bancroft. The story of a little girl, who has been blind and deaf since infancy, struggling to communicate, and the young teacher who relies on her guts and instinct to find a way. MGM/UA Home Video. Not rated.

DVS 40392 Broadcast News
A romantic comedy about three ambitious workaholics set loose in a newsroom, where their professional and personal lives become cross-wired. Starring Holly Hunter, Albert Brooks, and William Hurt. FoxVideo. Rated R.

DVS 40395 The African Queen

DVS 40399 Dirty Dancing
A young woman learns something about real life—as well as a thing or two about dancing—during a family vacation in the early 1960s. Starring Patrick Swayze and Jennifer Grey. Artisan Entertainment Inc. Rated PG.

DVS 40400 Sophie's Choice
Polish catholic immigrant survives a Nazi concentration camp and struggles to find love and happiness in her life. Starring Meryl Streep. Artisan Entertainment Inc. Rated R.
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DVS 40401 The Piano
A haunting story set in nineteenth century New Zealand. Shows the tragedy and triumph erotic passion can bring to one's life. Starring Holly Hunter, Harvey Keitel, and Anna Paquin. Artisan Entertainment, Inc. Rated R.

DVS 46077 Schindler’s List
The true story of an enigmatic man’s act of courage that saved the lives of eleven hundred Jews during the Holocaust. MCA/Universal Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 52192 Waiting to Exhale
In this funny and touching film, four extraordinary African-American women rely on their bond of friendship to carry them through life’s challenges as they search for the real thing -- true love. FoxVideo. Rated R.

DVS 70385 Do the Right Thing
Spike Lee’s critically acclaimed tale of racial tension in a Brooklyn neighborhood over the course of a scorching 24-hour period. Universal Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 70435 Fried Green Tomatoes

DVS 70439 Phenomenon
John Travolta stars in this thought-provoking story of an ordinary man who acquires extraordinary abilities that force him to change his life. Also starring Robert Duvall. Touchstone Home Video. Rated PG.
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DVS 70442 Mr. Holland's Opus
Richard Dreyfuss portrays a man whose dream of composing one truly memorable piece of music is altered when he realizes that teaching is his real passion, students his real legacy. Also starring Olympia Dukakis. Hollywood Pictures. Rated PG.

DVS 70452 To Kill A Mockingbird
Academy Award® winner Gregory Peck stars in this classic coming-of-age story about a single father who is a lawyer confronting racism in a small Alabama town in the 1930's. Universal Home Video.

DVS 70488 The English Patient
During World War II, American Allies care for a mysterious stranger rescued from a fiery plane crash. As the mystery of his identity is slowly revealed, an incredible tale of passion, intrigue, and adventure unfold. Winner of nine Academy Awards® including Best Picture of 1997. Starring Ralph Fiennes, Kristen Scott Thomas, Juliette Binoche, and William Dafoe. Miramax Home Entertainment. Rated R.

DVS 70574 Hope Floats
Sandra Bullock stars in this humorous and touching story about a young woman who, after her husband cheats on her, learns to follow her heart and find herself again. Fox-Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70581 Dante's Peak
**Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)**

**DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA**

**DVS 70583 Amistad**
Based on a true story, the movie chronicles the incredible journey of a group of enslaved Africans who overtake their captor's ship and attempt to return to their homeland. Starring Morgan Freeman and Anthony Hopkins. DreamWorks™/Universal Home Video. Rated R.

**DVS 70586 Gone with the Wind**
Winner of 10 Academy Awards® including Best Picture of 1939. This sweeping Civil War-era romance is judged by many to be the greatest movie of all time! Starring Vivien Leigh as Scarlett O'Hara and Clark Gable as Rhett Butler. Also starring Hattie McDaniel, Olivia de Havilland, Leslie Howard, and Butterfly McQueen. Warner Home Video, Rated G.

**DVS 70610 Past Perfect**
Thrust together by a fate on a flight from Halifax to Vancouver, Cecil, a linguistics professor, and Charlotte, a gardening expert, overcome their initial disinterest in each other and discover their mutual attraction. Over the ensuing months their relationship deepens and then darkens through a succession of disagreements and disappointments. Coping with their individual insecurities, fears and desires, the two struggle-sometimes comically, and often painfully-to keep their relationship, and themselves from falling apart. AudioVision Canada. Not Rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70611 Two Thousand and None
Soon after making a major fossil find, paleontologist Benjamin Kasparian learns the headaches he's been having are the onset of an incurable brain disease that will soon kill him. His ex-wife and close friends are horrified—as is Benjamin. But after he gets over the initial shock and accepts the inevitable, he decides to live the rest of his life with a sense of humor. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70613 L.A. Confidential
Adapted from the bestselling novel by James Ellroy, L.A. Confidential is a stylish, ravishing thriller about police corruption and Hollywood glamour. Winner of two 1997 Academy Awards® for Best Supporting Actress (Kim Basinger), and Best Adapted Screenplay. Starring Russell Crowe, Kevin Spacey, Guy Pearce, Danny DeVito and Kim Basinger. This video contains a special behind-the-scenes documentary. Warner Home Video, Rated R.

DVS 70614 Saving Private Ryan
Seen through the eyes of a squad of American soldiers, the story begins with World War II's historic D-Day invasion, then moves beyond the beach as the men embark on a dangerous special mission. Tom Hanks stars as John Miller, a school teacher turned army captain, who must take his men behind enemy lines to find Private James Ryan, whose three brothers have been killed in combat. Winner of five 1998 Academy Awards® including Best Director, (Steven Spielberg). Also starring Edward Burns, Tom Sizemore and Matt Damon. This video contains, "Into the Beach," a featurette on the making of the film. DreamWorks™ / Universal Home Video, Rated R.
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DVS 70622 Soul Food
Sunday dinner at mother's brings love, laughs and rivalries for a close-knit black family. Starring Vanessa Williams. Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment. Rated R.

DVS 70623 Primary Colors
Unknown Southern governor and his ambitious wife make a run for the Presidency. Starring John Travolta. Universal Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 70627 The Bells of St. Mary's
In this 1946 classic starring Bing Crosby and Ingrid Berman, Father O'Malley finds himself "up to his neck in nuns" when he is assigned to decide if St. Mary's Parish School is worth extensive renovations. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70631 Gladiator
Action epic concerning a general who became a slave, a slave who became a gladiator and a gladiator who defied an empire. Starring Russell Crowe. DreamWorks Pictures. Rated R.

DVS 70636 The Lou Gehrig Story
After 2,000 consecutive ballgames, the legendary New York Yankee first baseman has trouble hitting the ball. A rare and fatal nerve disease is his last and greatest challenge. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70637 Man With the Golden Arm
Fresh out of rehab, a recovering drug addict is determined to make a new start as a musician. Neighborhood drug pusher wants him back as a customer. Not rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70638 The Green Promise
In the 1940s, a widowed farmer moves to a new county with his four children, hoping to make a fresh start. A heartwarming drama about the strength of family in a rural community. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70644 Anne of Green Gables: The Continuing Story
Now in her 20's, Anne returns to Avonlea in 1915 to find the men enlisting for war in Europe. Gilbert, now a young surgeon, encourages her to write in New York, where he is working. After they marry, he enlists and becomes missing. Anne joins the ambulance corps to find him. Anne finds Gil has been taken prisoner. She accepts a news assignment that will take her behind enemy lines. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70647 The Last Time I Saw Paris
Elizabeth Taylor is at her most ravishing self as the younger sister who falls in love with sister's man in this post-WWII romantic drama. The film was popular with war-weary movie-goers of the mid 50's. Also starring Donna Reed, Walter Pigeon, Eva Gabor, Roger Moore. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70649 The Scarlet Pimpernel
As the reign of terror rages through France in the Spring of 1792, the only hope for the aristocratic families waiting in the shadow of the guillotine is a mysterious and daring master of disguise who rescues as many as he can. A Classic tale of intrigue, betrayal, heroism and love. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
DVS 70650 Three Came Home
Early in WWII, as the Japanese sweep unresisted through the islands of the South Pacific, foreign civilians are rounded up and interred in remote camps. Separated from her husband, an American woman struggles to keep herself and her little boy alive. Starring Claudette Colbert. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70651 Witness for the Prosecution
When Leonard Vole is accused of murdering a wealthy widow, he gets London’s best lawyer to defend him. His case depends on whether his wife will testify for or against him. Exciting courtroom drama starring Tyrone Power, Charles Laughton, Marlene Dietrich. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70653 Double Jeopardy
After two winos die from imbibing poisoned booze, homicide detective Dan August and his partner trace the deadly liquor to a respected surgeon, whom they begin to suspect of trying to kill his wife. Then Dan and Charlie try to identify four youths last seen in the company of a dead woman. But a vigilante is ahead of them, eliminating their suspects one by one. Starring Burt Reynolds, Norman Fell. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70659 A Beautiful Mind
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70663 Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood
A mother and daughter are separated physically and emotionally from each other until some old friends find an unorthodox way to bring them together. Warner Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70664 Insomnia
LAPD homicide detective (Al Pacino) investigates a murder in Alaska, where the sun never sets and he never sleeps. The prime suspect (Robin Williams) is a crime novelist; an unproven cop (Hilary Swank) is eager to bust a big case. Psychological thriller. Warner Bros. Rated R.

DVS 70671 Beyond Justice
When her 10-year-old son is abducted, a wealthy, strong-willed businesswoman hires a mercenary and his team to get the boy back. The chase takes them to Marrakech where they soon learn the boy has been taken deep into the Arabian desert. Unknown to his mother, the boy is the grandson of a powerful emir. In his desert domain, the Emir's will is law; and he maintains a large, loyal, well-equipped army to impose it. He's chosen his grandson as his successor, and has no intention of relinquishing the boy. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70673 The Company of Strangers
When their bus breaks down, a group of eight women, all but one of them elderly, find themselves stranded in the countryside, far from civilization. Forced to shift for themselves, they find shelter in an abandoned farmhouse, and soon discover strengths and skills they never knew they had. As they help each other cope with their difficulties, they learn about each other's lives and hopes and fears. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70674 The Fishing Trip
The compelling story of lost childhood and possible redemption is told through the experiences of three young women. Kirsti comes home from college to confront her stepfather Harold about a dark family secret. When she arrives, she discovers that Harold has gone off to his remote fishing cabin—the place where he first sexually abused Kirsti and later her younger sister Jessie. Kirsti coerces the unwilling Jessie and her best friend Murdoch to come along and face the past. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70676 Parsley Days
Comely Kate teaches bicycle maintenance. Her boyfriend Ollie is a birth-control counselor. Together since High School, the couple is the envy of their friends and the pride of their families. Trouble is, Kate is pregnant, and no longer in love with Ollie. When she opts not to tell him about the pregnancy, her friend Chloe prescribes megadoses of parsley to induce an herbal abortion. Kate struggles to find a gentle way to break up with Ollie, who makes it all the harder by being so loving and considerate, and who it turns out, has a surprising secret of his own. Coarse language. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70677 Perpetrators of the Crime
It seems like such a simple plan. College student Charles Jones and his housemates Phil and Ed will use spring break to kidnap a coed and demand a hefty ransom from her wealthy father. But as the perpetrators of the crime soon discover, even the simplest of plans can go awry. Is it really possible to snatch the wrong girl? What happens when the mastermind loses track of his minions and their victim? And what kind of father would demand to see a body part before he's willing to even consider handing over the ransom? AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70678 Radiance
When their mother dies, three very different sisters re-unite at her ramshackle house on the coast of Queensland, Australia, for the funeral. Cressy’s a successful opera singer who’s been everywhere, Mae is embittered by years of caring for mom alone, and care-free Mona is pregnant from a recent one-night stand. Over the course of 24 hours, skeletons in the family closet begin to rattle violently, and old jealousies and resentments flare up and finally burst into flame as the sisters struggle to come to terms with the past they thought they’d left behind. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70683 The Color Purple
Based on Alice Walker’s Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, The Color Purple is the richly-textured, decades-spanning story of Celie, an uneducated woman living in the rural American South. Forced to marry a brutal man she calls "Mr.," Celie turns inward and shares her grief only with God. But she is transformed by the friendship of two remarkable women, acquiring self-worth and the strength to forgive. Warner Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70686 Gangs of New York
Leonardo DiCaprio, Cameron Diaz, and Daniel Day-Lewis star in this epic tale of vengeance and survival! As waves of immigrants swell the population of New York, lawlessness and corruption thrive in lower Manhattan's five points section. After years of incarceration, young Irish Immigrant Amsterdam Vallon returns seeking revenge against the rival gang leader who killed his father. But Amsterdam's personal vendetta becomes part of the gang warfare that erupts as he and his fellow Irishmen fight to carve a place for themselves in their newly adopted homeland! Miramax Home Entertainment. Rated R.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 70690 Seabiscuit

DVS 70697 Cold Mountain
Nicole Kidman stars with Renee Zellweger and Jude Law. At the dawn of the Civil War, the men of Cold Mountain, North Carolina, rush to join the Confederate Army. Ada (Kidman) has vowed to wait for Inman (Law) but, as the war drags on and letters go unanswered, she must find the will to survive. At War's end, hearts will be dashed, dreams fulfilled and the strength of the human spirit tested...but not broken! Mirimax Home Entertainment. Rated R.

DVS 70698 Mystic River
Jimmy. Dave. Sean. They're friends who grew up in working-class Boston, then drifted apart after a terrible tragedy. Years later, brutal events reconnect them. Jimmy's 19-year-old daughter is coldly murdered. Dave is a suspect; and Sean, now a cop scrambles to solve the crime before volatile Jimmy takes the law into his own hands. Warner Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 70701 Finding Neverland
Award winners Johnny Depp, Kate Winslet, Dustin Hoffman, and Julie Christie star in this magical tale about one of the world's greatest storytellers and the people who inspired his masterwork, Peter Pan. Well-known playwright James M. Barrie finds his career at a crossroads when his latest play flops and doubters question his future. Then, by chance, he meets a widow and her four adventurous boys. Together, they form a friendship that ignites the imagination needed to produce Barrie's greatest work. Miramax Films. Rated PG.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70705 Ray
Jamie Foxx stars as the on-of-a-kind innovator of soul who overcame impossible odds to become a music legend. Ray is the triumphant and remarkable story of one of America's true musical geniuses, Ray Charles. From his humble beginnings in the South through his meteoric rise to the top of American music charts, Ray's inspirational journey is a tale of hope, redemption, and the power of the human spirit. Witness the incredible true story of a musician who fought harder and went further than anyone could imagine. Universal Pictures. Rated PG.

DVS 70707 Million Dollar Baby

DVS 70708 A Season for Miracles
"When a social worker threatens to take two young children from their drug addict mother and place them in separate homes, their Aunt Emilie, takes the kids into hiding in Bethlehem, a little town whose inhabitants welcome them with open arms. With the authorities searching for them, Emilie and the children adopt false identities to avoid discovery. Meanwhile, with the unwitting help of a kind-hearted policeman, an angelic visitor tries to mend the children’s shattered lives in time for Christmas. Audiovision Canada. Not rated."
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70709 Sin Takes a Holiday
Enticed by his wealth and prestige, Sylvia Brenner accepts a marriage proposal from her boss, decadent divorce lawyer Gaylord Stanton. But the marriage is merely a ruse to put Stanton’s soon-to-be divorced lover off the matrimonial trail. With his alibi in place, Stanton packs Sylvia off to Paris, where she takes up with Stanton’s dashing friend Reggie Durant and blossoms into an alluring woman of style and grace. But when Reggie asks her to marry him, Sylvia puts him off until she can consult with Gaylord. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70715 Ginger in the Morning
Driving home to Santa Fe a few days after Christmas, Joe (Monte Markham), middle-aged, divorced, and lonely, gives a ride to Ginger (Sissy Spacek), a happy-go-lucky flower child. In spite of or because of their differences, they’re strongly attracted to each other. Joe can’t believe his luck when Ginger agrees to spend New Year’s Eve with him. Their budding romance is derailed by the arrival of Joe’s best friend, Charlie, drunk as usual, and Charlie’s acid-tongued ex-wife Sugar. New Year’s Eve turns into a hilarious but heart-wrenching disaster that obliges both couples to re-evaluate their relationships. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70716 Girl with a Pearl Earring
Delft, Holland: 1665. Griet (Scarlett Johansson) becomes a maid in the household of Johannes Vermeer (Colin Firth). The young girl’s beauty and intuitive understanding of art attract the master painter. His interest and attention cause Griet to blossom. But the two must conceal their mutual inspiration from Vermeer’s jealous wife. Trouble brews when a patron (Tom Wilkinson) commissions Vermeer to paint a picture of Griet. The resulting portrait rivals the Mona Lisa in fame and fascination; but the cost of producing it proves dear for all concerned. This riveting film earned 3 Oscars and 2 Golden Globe nominations. Lions Gate Entertainment. AudioVision Canada. Rated PG-13.
DVS 70718 J.A. Martin, Photographer
After fifteen years and five children, Rose Aimee feels her marriage to J.A. Martin has lost more than its luster. Determined to close the growing distance between them, she decides, against everyone's opposition, to accompany her photographer husband on his yearly six-week business tour through 19th century Quebec. Along the way they encounter pleasure and pain, tears and laughter...and each other. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70722 Cinderella Man
The inspiring story of New Jersey-born boxer James J. Braddock (Russell Crowe). A once promising heavyweight is reduced to working on the docks after a broken hand takes him out of contention for the title. Down but never out, Braddock and loyal wife Mae (Renee Zellweger) manage to keep their family intact. With help from his manager (Paul Giamatti), Braddock eventually gets back in the ring—and starts winning. His unlikely ascent captures the attention of the newspapers and the fans, and it soon becomes apparent that this family man is headed for a title match with reigning champ. Max Baer (Craig Bierko) is a formidable fighter whose punching power has already caused the death of one opponent. Braddock's rags-to-riches story teems with the kind of incidents that would appear to be the invention of studio screenwriters, but in this case they actually happened. MCA Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70729 The Passion of the Christ
From Academy Award®-winning director Mel Gibson comes a profound story of courage and sacrifice depicting the final twelve hours in the life of Jesus Christ. Featuring stunning cinematography and an inspired performance by Jim Caviezel, The Passion of the Christ is a triumphant and uncompromising filmmaking achievement. Icon Productions. Rated R.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70733 Signs
From M. Night Shyamalan comes the story of the Hess family in Bucks County, Pennsylvania. One morning they wake up to find a 500-foot crop circle in their backyard. Graham Hess (Mel Gibson) and his family are told extraterrestrials are responsible for the sign in their field. They watch the news as crop circles are soon found all over the world. Signs is the emotional story of one family on one farm as they encounter the possibility that the world is being invaded. Touchstone Pictures. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70737 Jarhead
Jarhead (the self-imposed moniker of the Marines) follows "Swoff", a third-generation enlistee from a sobering stint in boot camp to active duty, sporting a sniper's rifle and a hundred pound ruck on his back through Middle East deserts with no cover from intolerable heat or from Iraqi soldiers, always potentially just over the next horizon. Swoff and his fellow Marines sustain themselves with sardonic humanity and wicked comedy on blazing desert fields in a country they don't understand against an enemy they can't see for a cause they don't fully fathom. Universal Studios. Rated R.

DVS 70746 On the Run
When his 10-year-old nephew sees him kill someone, a charming but ruthless assassin (Rod Taylor) pursues the boy and his black caretaker (Paul Winfield) across Australia. A suspenseful and surprising thriller that builds relentlessly to a dramatic showdown. Audiovision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70751 Kardia
A pathologist named Hope discovers an experimental heart operation she had as a child links her life with another person in a way she never realized. To unlock the secret of her past, she revisits her childhood in this mysterious film which combines science, fable and fiction. Audiovision Canada. Not rated.
DVS 70756 River Niger
Feisty poet Johnny Williams (James Earl Jones) and his wife Mattie (Cicely Tyson) proudly await the return of their son Jeff from a stint in the Air Force. When he learns Jeff hates the service and plans to leave it, Johnny goes on a bender in this powerful adaptation of a Tony Award-winning play. Audiovision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70757 Thursday's Game
When their regular Thursday night poker game is terminated, two pals continue to use the game as a pretext to get away from their troubled marriages for a little fun. Stars Gene Wilder, Bob Newhart, Ellen Burstyn, Cloris Leachman and Rob Reiner. Audiovision Canada. Rated PG.

DVS 70758 The Time of Your Life

DVS 70760 The Trial
Orson Welles directed this striking adaptation of Franz Kafka's classic novel about a young man (Anthony Perkins) who wakes up one morning to find himself under arrest for unspecified crimes against which he's obliged to defend himself. With Jeanne Moreau, Romy Schneider, and Welles as the young man's lawyer. Audiovision Canada. Rated PG.

DVS 70762 The Klansman
Richard Burton, Lee Marvin, Cameron Mitchell, O.J. Simpson and Linda Evans star in this powerful and disturbing drama about the racial tensions that threaten to destroy a small Alabama town after a white woman is molested by a black man. Audiovision Canada. Rated R.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - DRAMA

DVS 70771 A Farewell to Arms
This sweeping drama, played out against the brutal backdrop of the First World War, tells the unforgettable story of a handsome young American ambulance Corpsman (Gary Cooper) who falls passionately in love with a beautiful English nurse (Helen Hayes). When he’s badly wounded, she nurses him back to health. Then he’s recalled to the front. And life hangs in the balance for both of them as they struggle to keep their love alive. 80 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70772 Message to My Daughter
Miranda, a troubled 19-year-old, has become deeply disenchanted with her life. When she crashes her car, her father gives her something he’s been holding onto for years: a set of tape recordings-audio letters made for Miranda when she was a baby by her dying mother. After cleaning out the cash drawer, Miranda runs away from home. But her flight soon becomes a journey back to her roots as she listens to the tapes and learns about her mother’s life and love and last days. Bonnie Bedelia, Martin Sheen and Kitty Winn star in this unusual and deeply touching drama. 72 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70773 Our Town
The 20th Century is drawing in on Grovers Corners, New Hampshire, and things may never be quite the same. But people, somehow, will be pretty much as they’ve always been. George Gibbs (William Holden) and Emily Webb (Martha Scott) are the boy and girl next door who grow up together and fall in love in…Our Town. They join their families and neighbors for the weddings, births, and funerals that mark life’s turning points in this superb adaptation of Thornton Wilder’s Pulitzer Prize winning play. 90 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 70775 Dogville
Beautiful Grace (Nicole Kidman) arrives in the isolated town of Dogville on the run from a team of gangsters. With encouragement from Tom (Paul Bettany), the self-appointed town spokesman, the tiny community agrees to hide her, and in return, Grace consents to work for them. But when the authorities begin searching for her, the alarmed townspeople demand more in exchange for the risk of harboring a fugitive, and Grace learns the hard way that in Dogville, goodness is a relative term. But Grace has a dangerous secret, one that will make Dogville’s citizens sorry they took advantage of her. 90 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Rated R.

DVS 70779 Erin Brockovich
A real woman. A real story. A real triumph. Julia Roberts stars as Erin Brockovich, a feisty young mother who fought for justice any way she knew how. Desperate for a job to support herself and her three children, she convinces attorney Ed Masry (Albert Finney) to hire her, and promptly stumbles upon a monumental law case against a giant corporation. Now, Erin’s determined to take on this powerful adversary even though no law firm has dared to do it before. And while Ed doesn’t want anything to do with the case, Erin won’t take “no” for an answer. So the two begin an incredible and sometimes hilarious fight that will bring a small town to its feet and a huge company to its knees. 132 minutes. 2000. Universal Studios and Columbia Pictures. Rated R.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - FAMILY

DVS 19710 Alice in Wonderland
Disney’s dazzling blend of fantasy, animation, and music based on Lewis Carroll’s immortal story. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 19711 Dumbo
The poignant animated classic about the baby elephant born with oversized ears. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 19712 "Honey, I Shrunk the Kids"
Rick Moranis stars as a preoccupied inventor who accidentally shrinks his kids down to 1/4-inch tall. Walt Disney Home Video & Amblin Entertainment, Inc. Rated PG.

DVS 19723 101 Dalmatians
A lovable litter of puppies, an enchanting London setting, and animation’s most flamboyant villainess all add up to one of Disney’s all-time greatest classics! Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 19724 Anne of Green Gables
This award-winning WonderWorks special stars Megan Follows as the orphan girl with an active imagination. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 19725 Anne of Avonlea
Now an independent young woman, Anne learns more about love, friendship, and the ways of the world. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 22078 Mary Poppins
Julie Andrews stars as the irrepressible nanny who soars out of the London skies and into everyone’s heart. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.
DVS Catalog - Film - Family

DVS 22527 The Lion King
Set amid the beauty of the Serengeti, this coming-of-age saga tells of the love between a proud lion ruler and his son, and of the tragedy that threatens to destroy their kingdom. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 22531 Cinderella
An enduring rags-to-riches story of a beautiful girl, who with the help of her fairy godmother, has all her dreams come true! Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 22532 The Lion King Special Platinum Edition
Disney's The Lion King Special Edition features an all-new song, "Morning Report," and never before seen animation, giving you even more this award-winning masterpiece, which features the adventures of Simba, the feisty lion cub who "Just Can't Wait to Be King." His envious Uncle Scar has plans for his own ascent to the throne, and he forces Simba's exile from the kingdom. Alone and adrift, Simba soon joins the escapades of a hilarious Meerkat named Timon and his warmhearted Warthog pal, Pumbaa. Adopting their carefree lifestyle of "Hakuna Matada," Simba ignores his regal responsibilities until he realizes his destiny and returns to the pride lands to claim his place in the "Circle of Life." Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 22539 Casper
A ghost therapist is hired to exorcise a friendly young ghost and his three mischievous uncles from the Whipstaff Manor in this hilarious, ghostly caper filled with special effects. MCA/Universal Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 25839 Beauty and the Beast
This modern movie masterpiece of a classic fairy tale waltzed away with six Academy Award® nominations. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 25978 A Girl of the Limberlost
The heartwarming tale of a young girl's coming-of-age is a beautiful evocation of life in the rural Midwest during the early 1900's. Public Media Video.

DVS 25980 The Hobbit
The quiet, comfortable life of Bilbo Baggins, Hobbit and homebody, takes a turn for high adventure when Gandalf the Wizard enlists him to help a group of dwarves recover a vast hoard of treasure from Smaug the dragon. Through their encounters with trolls, goblins and unfriendly elves, Bilbo discovers he has more common sense and courage than he expected. Animated version based on J.R.R. Tolkien's classic tale of middle earth. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 25983 The Chronicles of Narnia: The Silver Chair
Eustace and his friend Jill discover the magical land of Narnia where they battle the forces of evil to free the prince. Public Media Video.

DVS 26058 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
The first full-length animated feature ever made, restored to its original splendor, will captivate you with its timeless tale of heart-warming romance, rousing adventure, and enchanting characters. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 29959 Beethoven
Your entire family will fall in love with the big-hearted, wet-nosed star of this most fetching canine comedy hit! MCA/Universal Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 34869 Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey
Join a bulldog pup, a hilarious cat, and a wise old retriever, as they embark on an unforgettable journey. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 34870 "Honey, I Blew Up the Kids"
More laughs with Rick Moranis as the wacky inventor -- only this time he causes his 2 1/2 year old son to grow 112 feet tall! Walt Disney Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 34871 The Mighty Ducks
Emilio Estevez stars in this heart-warming comedy as a tough lawyer forced to coach a ragtag team of pee wee hockey players. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 34872 Aladdin
This magical animated adventure follows a street-smart peasant as he attempts to win a princess's heart. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 42264 Pocahontas
This animated feature tells the story of the legendary Indian princess, Pocahontas, and her chance encounter with Captain John Smith. Together they teach both the Native Americans and English settlers how to live side by side in peace. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 42273 Rookie of the Year
The ultimate fantasy for a Little Leaguer comes true when 12-year-old Henry, with his thunderbolt pitching arm, signs on with the Chicago Cubs. Fox Video. Rated PG.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 46081 Old Yeller
The enduring and tragic story of life on the Texas plains and the bond between a boy and his yellow dog. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 52194 The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh
The adventures of a huggable stuffed bear and his friend Christopher Robin as they journey through the Hundred Acre Wood. The tales unfold, and literature comes alive in three animated, heart-warming stories, "The Honey Tree," "The Blustery Day" and "Winnie the Pooh and Tigger, Too." Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 52195 Toy Story
This computer-animated film brings to life a child's room full of toys. Woody, a take-charge, pull-string cowboy, and Buzz, a flashy space ranger, engage in a toyland rivalry until they must join forces to escape the evil plans of a toy-torturing boy named Sid. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 70386 E.T.
A lost alien befriends ten-year-old Elliot, and together they search for a way to send the extra-terrestrial home. Universal Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 70389 Bambi
Bambi, a new prince of the forest, is born. On wobbly legs he emerges from the thicket and learns valuable lessons in love, loss, growth, and adventure with his new friends, the wise owl; Thumper, the playful rabbit; and Flower, the bashful skunk. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 70436 The Land Before Time
Long ago, when dinosaurs roamed a land threatened by earthquakes, a young brontosaurus named Littlefoot set off on a journey of discovery. Along the way he made friends, and together they learned lessons about life and friendship. Universal Home Video. Rated G.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 70444 The Jungle Book
This song-filled celebration of friendship, fun, and adventure is one of the most popular animated Disney films of all time. Enter the jungle and meet Mowgli, a little boy raised by wolves, whose friend urges him to seek safety from the jungle in the man-village. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 70494 Babe
A movie with a barnyard full of unforgettable characters. In the world of Hoggett's farm, every creature has a preordained purpose. The orphaned piglet Babe arrives and turns everything upside down. Starring James Cromwell. Universal Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 70495 The Little Mermaid
Enchanted with everything human, Ariel, a fun-loving and mischievous mermaid, trades her fins and beautiful voice for legs. Then, in a music-filled race against time, she must win her prince's love and save her father's kingdom. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 70580 Antz
Life is no picnic for Z, a small worker ant with some very big ideas. His chances of landing the beautiful princess Bala are literally one in a billion. Voices by Woody Allen and Sharon Stone. DreamWorks™/Universal Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 70587 The Wizard of Oz
One of the most popular films of all time! This timeless masterpiece tells the story of Dorothy and her dog Toto, and their mystical journey over the rainbow to the Land of Oz. Starring Judy Garland, Margaret Hamilton, Jack Haley, Bert Lahr, Frank Morgan, and Ray Bolger. Special features after the movie include a behind the scenes documentary, hosted by Angela Lansbury, and an outtake musical number The Jitterbug! Warner Home Video. Rated G.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 70588 Mulan
Based on ancient Chinese legend, Mulan is a fun and inspirational adventure about a young girl who disguises herself as a soldier and takes her aging father's place in the Imperial army. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 70607 Choices
A high school football star and a talented violinist with good grades, young John Carluccio has it all—until the school's new medical officer bars him from contact sports because he wears a hearing aid. John and his parents protest to the school board, but their appeal is turned down. And John is faced with some tough choices. Alienated from his friends and teammates, and tormented by anger and doubt, John falls in with a bad crowd and seems headed for serious trouble. But his parents and his girlfriend (Demi Moore) stand by him as he struggles to salvage his life. Based on a true story. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70608 In His Father's Shoes
When his beloved father (Louis Gossett, Jr.) dies, 14-year-old Clay promises to deliver a message to his dad's estranged father, Clay's grandfather. In the midst of his grief, the boy dons a pair of his dad's shoes and finds himself transported back through time to 1962, where he inhabits his father's teenage body and life. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70609 Little Men
In 19th Century Boston, Nat, a street urchin, gets nabbed after his best friend Dan steals a gentleman's purse. But a kindly bystander rescues the boy and sends him to Plumfield, a boarding school run by Jo and Fritz. Living on the streets, Nat has learned some bad habits, and the couple goes to great lengths to change his ways. They've only begun to succeed when Dan shows up. Dan quickly throws the school into chaos and threatens to be more of a challenge than Jo and Fritz can handle. A wonderful, heartwarming adaptation of Louisa May Alcott's classic sequel to Little Women. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 70619 Tarzan
Walt Disney animated family hit about an orphaned human baby who grows up in the jungle with the animals. Buena Vista Home Entertainment. Rated G.

DVS 70634 Toy Story 2
While Andy is away at summer camp, Woody is kidnapped by a greedy toy collector. Buzz Lightyear, Mr. Potato Head, Ham, Rex, and Slinky Dog spring into action in a rescue mission. Rated G.

DVS 70639 Cold Journey
A sensitive drama about a Cree teenager who is caught in a cultural limbo between the white man’s way of life at the residential school and life on the tribal reserve in northern Manitoba. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70646 Call of the Wild
In the midst of the Klondike Gold Rush, John Thornton and his German Shepherd, Buck, mush from Skagway to Dawson City carrying the mail, helping each other endure, and forming a deep and lasting bond. Starring Charlton Heston. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70656 Shrek
Relive Shrek’s daring quest to rescue feisty princess Fiona with the help of his lovable loudmouthed donkey and win back the deed to his beloved swamp from scheming Lord Farquaad. An ogre-sized animated adventure. DreamWorks™. Rated PG.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - FAMILY

DVS 70657 Spy Kids
Nine years ago, top international spies Gregorio and Ingrid Cortez traded the excitement of espionage for the adventure of parenthood. But when they are called out on a secret mission, the Cortezes are separated from their family and kidnapped by the evil Fegan Floop. Fortunately their kids, Carmen and Juni, possess the skills and know-how to reunite the family. Starring Antonio Banderas, Carla Gugino. Troublemaker Studios. Rated PG.

DVS 70660 Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
Harry Potter learns on his 11th birthday that he is the orphaned son of two powerful wizards and possesses magical powers of his own. At Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, Harry embarks on the adventure of a lifetime, learning the high-flying sport of Quidditch and facing a Dark Wizard bent on destroying him. Warner Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 70665 Scooby-Doo
Scooby-Doo and his crime-solving friends are called to Spooky Island to investigate a series of paranormal incidents. Warner Bros. Pictures, 2002. DVS Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 70666 Lilo and Stitch
Heartwarming comedy about the power of loyalty, friendship and finding your place in the world. A girl adopts a puppy, unaware that he has escaped from another planet and is being pursued by bounty hunters. Rated PG.
DVS 70675 Grizzly Falls
When his mother dies of consumption, young Harry is shipped off to boarding school until his wandering father, adventure-loving, big game hunter, Tyrone, returns. He takes Harry with him to the Rocky Mountains on an expedition to capture a grizzly. Things go alarmingly awry after Tyrone captures two cubs. In retaliation, their mother makes off with Harry. While Tyrone and his half-Indian friend, Joshua, pursue the boy and bear through the wilderness, Harry learns from the huge grizzly how to survive on grubs, berries, and raw fish. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70680 Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
Cars fly, trees fight back and a mysterious elf comes to warn Harry Potter at the start of the second year of his amazing journey into the world of wizardry. This year at Hogwarts, spiders talk, letters scold, and Harry's own unsettling ability to speak to snakes turns his friends against him. From dueling clubs to rogue bludgers, it's a year of adventure and danger when bloody writing on a wall announces: the Chamber of Secrets has been opened. To save Hogwarts will require all of Harry, Ron, and Hermione's magical abilities and courage in director Chris Columbus's spellbinding adaptation of J. K. Rowling's second book. Get ready to be amused and petrified as Harry Potter shows he's more than a wizard, he's a hero! Warner Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 70685 Finding Nemo
Nemo, an adventurous young clownfish, is unexpectedly taken to a dentist's office aquarium. It's up to Marlin, his worrisome father, and Dory, a friendly but forgetful Regal Blue, to make the epic journey to bring Nemo home. Their adventures leads them face-to-face with vegetarian sharks, surfer dude turtles, hypnotic jellyfish, hungry seagulls and more. Marlin discovers a bravery he never knew, but will he be able to find his son? Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - FAMILY

DVS 70695 The Cat in the Hat
Grab a place on the couch or go find a seat for you're in for a wonderful Dr. Seuss treat! The Cat in the Hat, who goes by that name is played by Mike Myers of comedy fame! It starts with two kids on a cold, cold wet day. Their mom is a work, and they've no games to play! Then in walks the fun in the form of a cat who pulls out the laughs from the brim of his hat. Things really get wild when the cat and his crew (who go by the name of Thing One and Thing Two) take over the house of Conrad and Sally in this fine family film that's right up your alley! Universal Music & Video Distribution. Rated PG.

DVS 70696 Cheaper By the Dozen
Comedy superstar Steve Martin and TV/film favorite Bonnie Hunt couldn't be more likeable in the hilarious tale of two loving parents trying to manage careers and a household-amid the chaos of raising twelve rambunctious kids. Fox Home Entertainment. Rated PG.

DVS 70699 Peter Pan
The magic, the excitement, the wonder of the true Peter Pan come to life for the first time in this spellbinding fantasy that critics proclaim "a fun and fantastic tale!" Brimming with spectacular special effects and non-stop action, this all-new adventure is sure to be a family favorite for years to come. Columbia Pictures. Universal Music & Video Distribution. Rated PG.

DVS 70702 The Incredibles
Bob Parr and his wife Helen used to be among the world's greatest crime fighters, saving lives and battling evil on a daily basis. Fifteen years later, they have been forced to adopt civilian identities and retreat to the suburbs where they live "normal" lives with their three kids, Violet, Dash, and Jack-Jack. Itching to get back into action, Bob gets his chance when a mysterious communication summons him to a remote island for a top secret assignment. He soon discovers that it will take a super family effort to rescue the world from total destruction. Walt Disney/Pixar Film. Rated PG.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - FAMILY

DVS 70706 Shark Tale
Oscar (Will Smith), a lowly tongue-scrubber at the local Whale Wash, becomes an improbable hero when he tells a great white lie. To keep his secret, Oscar teams up with an outcast vegetarian shark, Lenny, and the two become the most unlikely of friends. When his lie begins to unravel, it's up to Oscar's loyal friend Angie (Renee Zellweger) and Lenny to help him stand up to the most feared shark in the water (Robert DeNiro) and find his true place in the reef. Dreamworks Animation. Rated PG.

DVS 70721 Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
What wonders await you in Willy Wonka's factory? Explore fields of soft minty sugar grass in the chocolate room. Sail along the chocolate river in a pink sugar boat. Experiment with Everlasting Gobstoppers in the inventing room. Observe talented squirrels in the nut room. Travel to the television room by glass elevator. You'll find a lot that's funny, a little that's mysterious, and an adventure as sweet and satisfying as a Wonka Whipple-Scrumptious Fudgemallow Delight Bar. This dazzling film—adapted from Roald Dahl's classic children's novel directed by Tim Burton and starring Johnny Depp and Freddie Highmore—is your golden ticket to a world so inventive, so imaginative you won't want to miss a delicious moment! Warner Bros. Pictures. Rated PG.

DVS 70725 Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
As the despicable Aunt Marge floats across the night sky, Harry heads off for his third year at Hogwarts. A harrowing ride on the Knight Bus places him in Diagon Alley where he learns that escaped prisoner, Sirius Black is coming for him. At Hogwarts, Harry and friends learn the delicate art of approaching a hippogriff, how to transform shape-shifting Boggarts into hilarity, and even turn back time. Soul-sucking dementors hover over the school, threatening Harry, while a supporter of the accursed He-who-cannot-be-named lurks within the castle walls. Harry will be forced to confront them all. Warner Bros. Pictures. Rated PG.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - FAMILY

DVS 70726 Herbie Fully Loaded
Start your engines! Lindsay Lohan does the driving when Herbie—the fun lovin', free-wheelin' '63 VW Beetle with a mind of its own—returns better than ever in Disney's all new, revved-up comedy adventure! A third-generation member of a NASCAR family, Maggie Peyton (Lohan) has always been forbidden from following her racing dreams by her overprotective father (Michael Keaton). Her life takes a huge u-turn when she discovers the irresistible Herbie in a junkyard. They form a magical team that will save her family and rewrite the racing record books. Walt Disney Pictures. Rated G.

DVS 70732 Shrek 2
The lovably ugly green ogre returns with his green bride and furry, hooved friend in Shrek 2. The newlywed Shrek and Princess Fiona are invited to Fiona's former kingdom, Far Far Away, to have the marriage blessed by Fiona's parents—which Shrek thinks is a bad, bad idea. He is proven right: the parents are horrified by their daughter's transformation into an ogress. A fairy godmother wants her son, Prince Charming, to win Fiona, and a feline assassin is hired to get Shrek out of the way. Dreamworks Studios. Rated PG.

DVS 70735 Cheaper By the Dozen 2
Steve Martin and Bonnie Hunt return as heads of the Baker family who, while on vacation, find themselves in competition with a rival family of eight children, headed by Eugene Levy. 20th Century Fox. Rated PG.
DVS 70740 Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
Harry's fourth summer and the following year at Hogwarts are marked by the Quid-ditch World Cup and the Triwizard Tournament, in which student representatives from three different wizarding schools compete in a series of increasingly challenging contests. However, Voldemort's Death Eaters are gaining strength and even creating the Dark Mark giving evidence that the Dark Lord is ready to rise again. In the unsuspecting lives of the young wizard and witches at Hogwarts the competitors are selected by the goblet of fire, which this year makes a very surprising announcement: Hogwarts will have two representatives in the tournament, including Harry Potter! Will Harry be able to rise to the challenge for the Tri Wizard Tournament while keeping up with school or will the challenges along with Voldemort's rebirth be too much for the young hero? Warner Home Video. 157 Minutes.

DVS 70753 Miracle of the Cards

DVS 70763 Chicken Little
When the sky really is falling and sanity has flown the coop, who will rise to save the day? Together with his hysterical band of misfit friends, Chicken Little must hatch a plan to save the planet from alien invasion and prove that the world's biggest hero is a little chicken. Walt Disney Home Entertainment. 81 minutes. Rated PG.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - FAMILY

DVS 70765 Eight Below
Walt Disney Pictures presents the thrilling tale of incredible friendship between eight amazing sled dogs and their guide Jerry (Paul Walker). Stranded in Antarctica during the most unforgiving winter on the planet, Jerry’s beloved sled dogs must learn to survive together until Jerry—who will stop at nothing—rescues them. Driven by unwavering bonds of friendship, enormous belief in one another, and tremendous courage, Jerry and the dogs make an incredible journey to reunite in this triumphant and inspiring action-adventure the whole family will treasure. 120 minutes. Walt Disney Pictures. Rated PG.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - HOLIDAY

DVS 22534 The Santa Clause
Tim Allen portrays a divorced father who has a rocky relationship with his son. The relationship is mended when the father takes on a new job—of being Santa Claus. Walt Disney Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 22541 Miracle on 34th Street
Is Santa real or isn't he? That's the question raised in this heart-warming 1947 classic. Can a little girl's faith, love and imagination keep her beliefs alive? Will the grownups re-capture the magic of Christmas with Santa? FoxVideo. Rated G.

DVS 26045 White Christmas
This classic 1954 musical showcases the legendary talent of Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye, and Rosemary Clooney as they sing a treasury of memorable songs. Paramount Home Video.

DVS 26046 A Charlie Brown Christmas
Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus, Snoopy, and the entire Peanuts gang learn the true meaning of Christmas in this animated classic. Paramount Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 40394 A Christmas Carol
Charles Dickens' holiday classic in which a bitter old man discovers the true meaning of Christmas. Starring George C. Scott. FoxVideo. Rated PG.

DVS 48434 Frosty The Snowman
This animated classic tells the story of a magical hat that accidentally brings to life a jolly snowman and causes marvelous adventures. LIVE Home Video. Rated G.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - HOLIDAY

DVS 48469 Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
Christmas is canceled until a shunned reindeer with a glowing nose becomes a hero by guiding Santa's sleigh through a fierce blizzard on Christmas Eve. LIVE Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 70633 Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Christmas
Why is the Grinch such a grouch? No one seems to know until little Cindy Lou takes matters into her own hands and turns both Whoville and the Grinch's world upside down and funny side up. Universal Home Video, Inc. Rated PG.

DVS 70667 The Christmas Wife
Not long a widower, John Tanner (Jason Robards) faces his first Christmas alone when his son and grandkids can't come. Desperate for companionship he uses a dating service and spends the holiday with a shy older woman (Julie Harris) who has a secret. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70712 The Merry World of Leopold Z
During a Christmas Eve blizzard, Montreal's snow removal workers struggle to clear the city's streets and sidewalks. But veteran snowplow operator Leopold Tremblay is more concerned with getting his Christmas errands and shopping done in time for Midnight Mass at the Cathedral. At the top of his list are obtaining a fur coat for his wife, Catherine; and picking up his sister-in-law, Josette, a sexy cabaret singer in town for a gig at a downtown nightclub. Leo gets the usual help and hindrance from his boss and best friend Theo in this light-hearted comedy. National Film Board of Canada. Not rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - HOLIDAY

DVS 70713 The New Adventures of Heidi
When her beloved Grandfather (Burl Ives) begins to lose his sight, he reluctantly decides that Heidi must leave their mountain home to live with distant cousins in Lucerne. Heidi is devastated. Then Grandfather is lost in a storm that sweeps over the mountain. Heidi is invited to become the companion of a lonely runaway schoolgirl she befriended. The girl's father (John Gavin), a wealthy hotelier with too little time for his daughter, takes the girls to New York for an exciting Christmas holiday. When they return to Switzerland, Heidi finds a delightful surprise awaiting her. Audio Vision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70714 Scrooge
On the eve of Christmas, one of the nastiest men in all of London is visited, one after the other, by four ghosts who oblige him to recognize the error of his ways—past, present, and future. But is it too late to repent and redeem himself? Alastair Sim is unsurpassed as the miserable miser Ebenezer in this marvelous adaptation of Charles Dickens' classic A Christmas Carol. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70730 The Polar Express
Santa Claus does not exist. Or does he? For one doubting boy, an astonishing event occurs. Late on Christmas Eve night, he lies in bed hoping to hear the sound of reindeer bells from Santa's sleigh. To his surprise he hears a steam engine's roar and whistle outside his window. The conductor (voice of Tom Hanks) invites him on board for a journey to the North Pole with many other pajama-clad children. There, he receives an extraordinary gift only those who still believe in Santa can experience. Castle Rock Entertainment. Rated G.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - MUSICALS

DVS 22529 The Sound of Music
A true story of a spirited young Austrian woman whose calling lies not in the convent, but in the nurturing of a hard-hearted widower and his family. FoxVideo. Rated G.

DVS 40384 Singin' in the Rain
One of the finest and most beloved musicals ever to come out of Hollywood. Starring Gene Kelly, Donald O'Connor, and Debbie Reynolds. MGM/UA Home Video. Not rated.

DVS 42274 The King and I
The true story of a British teacher, who arrives in Siam in the 1860's. She quickly finds herself at odds with its stubborn monarch. FoxVideo.

DVS 70617 Hello, Dolly!
A young widow and professional matchmaker sets out to conquer a tight-fisted Yonkers merchant. A blockbuster musical starring Barbara Streisand, Walter Matthau, and Louis Armstrong. FoxVideo. Rated G.

DVS 70682 Chicago
Winner of six Academy Awards® including Best Picture 2002, Chicago is a dazzling spectacle cheered by audiences and critics alike! At a time when crimes of passion result in celebrity headlines, nightclub sensation Velma Kelly and spotlight-seeking Roxie Hart both find themselves sharing space on Chicago's famed murderess row! They also share Billy Flynn, the town's slickest lawyer with a talent for turning notorious defendants into local legends. But in Chicago, there's only room for one legend! Miramax Home Entertainment. Rated PG-13.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - MUSICALS

DVS 70704  The Phantom of the Opera
He is a genius whose rapturous music fills the opera populaire of 1870 Paris-and a solitary soul hiding his disfigurement behind a mask and dwelling in the catacombs below. When he can no longer hide his love for young soprano Christine, the Phantom may emerge from the shadows past the point of no return. Gerard Butler (the Phantom), Emmy Rossum (Christine), and Patrick Wilson (as Raoul), play the fateful love triangle that unfurls in splendor, suspense, and in the music of the night. Warner Brothers Pictures. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70739  The Producers
After putting together another Broadway flop, down-on-his-luck producer Max Bialystock teams up with timid accountant Leo Bloom in a get-rich-quick scheme to put on the world's worst show. Universal Studios. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70745: Filumena
Developed by the Banff Centre and the Calgary Opera, this stirring work tells the tragic true story of Florence (Filumena) Lassandra, who married into a bootlegging operation in Alberta's Crowsnest Pass region during the prohibition era, and was convicted of murdering a provincial police constable. Starting out as a meek immigrant pushed into marriage, she finds love and a sense of herself and her dreams, but circumstances may cut her life too short. Sung in English with some subtitled Italian. Audiovision Canada. Not rated.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - MYSTERY & SUSPENSE

DVS 19732 Fatal Attraction
Glenn Close is the "other woman" whose obsessive love for Michael Douglas leads to terror. Paramount Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 22509 Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Devil's Foot
A young woman is found dead with no trace of injury, sickness or violence. Can Sherlock Holmes crack the case? Starring Jeremy Brett as Sherlock Holmes and Edward Hardwicke as Doctor Watson. MPI Home Video.

DVS 22510 Sherlock Holmes Collection: Shoscombe Old Place
When one of Sir Robert's creditors disappears and a human bone is found in the furnace, Holmes is called in to investigate. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.

DVS 22511 Sherlock Holmes Collection: Wisteria Lodge
A tyrant, a governess, and a police inspector give new meaning to the term wild goose chase for Holmes and Watson. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.

DVS 22512 Dressed to Kill: A Sherlock Holmes Movie
Sherlock Holmes' interest is piqued by the seemingly trivial theft of a music box purchased for a few pounds at an auction. When murder ensues, he discovers the box holds the key to a plot which could bankrupt Great Britain. In their efforts to thwart the plot, Holmes and Watson find themselves pitted against a ruthless gang led by a beautiful but deadly villainess who is always dressed to kill. Starring Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 22514 Sherlock Holmes Collection: Silver Blaze
Silver Blaze, a racehorse, is abducted on the eve of a race. Holmes and Watson find a solution, with the aid of a dog and some sheep. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - MYSTERY & SUSPENSE

DVS 22515 Sherlock Holmes Collection: Bruce Partington Plan
A young man is found brutally murdered. Holmes and Watson follow a trail through London to find the murderer. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.

DVS 22517 Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Boscombe Valley Mystery
Holmes sets out to prove the innocence of a man accused of murdering his father after a violent argument. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.

DVS 22518 Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Illustrious Client
Holmes investigates Austrian Baron Gruner, a collector of "objets d'art" and beautiful women, for an anonymous client. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.

DVS 22519 Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Creeping Man
When the daughter of an eminent scientist sees a silhouette at her window, Holmes suspects the prowler to be no ordinary creature. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.

DVS 22520 Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Problem of Thor Bridge
Wealthy American Neil Gibson hires Holmes to save a woman from the gallows. Holmes accepts the case despite overwhelming evidence against the accused. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - MYSTERY & SUSPENSE

DVS 22521 Sherlock Holmes Collection: Sign of Four
Holmes and Watson pursue priceless Indian treasures and confront a murderer who leaves the mark of The Sign of Four. Starring Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke. MPI Home Video.

DVS 22522 Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon
Fans of Sherlock Holmes will enjoy this film classic from the 1940s in which Holmes and Watson take time out from being detectives to help the Allies rescue the inventor of a bomb-sight from the Nazis. Even so, Holmes and Watson get no rest from their arch rival Dr. Moriarty. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 29957 Agatha Christie's Poirot: Problem at Sea
Poirot, played by David Suchet, and his good friend Captain Hastings take a holiday cruise and end up running a murder investigation. Highbridge Home Video.

DVS 29958 Agatha Christie's Poirot: The Dream
A tyrannical pork-pie magnate asks for Poirot's advice about some suicidal dreams. However, there is more to these dreams than anyone could imagine. Highbridge Home Video.
DVS 70648 The Man Who Knew Too Much
Bob Lawrence is vacationing with his family when the sudden death of an acquaintance leads him to a dangerous discovery; a vital clue to a cold-blooded assassination plot. His daughter is abducted and held hostage to keep him from talking. He finds her, but falls into the hands of her abductors. An Alfred Hitchcock Thriller. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70747 Charade
Cary Grant is the mystery man intent on helping Audrey Hepburn find a fortune hidden by her murdered husband—if she can survive the lethal competition from his ex-partners in crime. Audiovision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70748 Detour
Hitchhiking out west to join his sweetheart in L.A., an innocent young man is plunged into a web of deceit and greed when a big spender who's given him a ride suddenly dies on him. Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer, this inventive low-budget crime drama became a noir classic, employing the lost art of “studio” shooting. Audiovision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70764 Dream Storm: A North of 60 Mystery
When a trapper’s waterlogged corpse washes up on the banks of the Lynx River, local RCMP Corporal Michelle Kenidi (Tina Keeper) recognizes it from a dream. The trapper’s death appears to be accidental, but Michelle senses something else at work. When she and her partner James Harper (Peter Kelly Gadreault) investigate the death, her dreams are invaded by disturbing images of a phantom figure. As local children begin to develop strange illnesses and people experience terrifying visions, Michelle begins a spiritual journey to discover the reasons behind the turmoil. Based on the television series North of 60. 93 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - ROMANCE

DVS 01003 Blue Hawaii

DVS 19718 Ghost
Patrick Swayze stars as a ghost who teams up with a psychic (Whoopi Goldberg) to uncover the truth behind his murder and to rescue his sweetheart. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 19719 Pretty Woman
Julia Roberts and Richard Gere star in this modern-day Cinderella story. Touchstone Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 22536 Breakfast at Tiffany's
Audrey Hepburn is Holly Golightly, an eccentric New York playgirl determined to marry a millionaire -- until a handsome writer moves in next door. Paramount Home Video.

DVS 22537 L.A. Story
Steve Martin stars as a wacky TV weatherman who thinks his crazy L.A. lifestyle is perfect -- until an electronic free-way sign changes it forever. LIVE Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 22540 Scent of a Woman
In order to earn extra money, a prep school student agrees to accompany a blind retired lieutenant, played by Al Pacino, on a weekend trip to New York City. The excursion changes both of their lives forever. MCA/Universal Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 42271 Roman Holiday
This 1953 classic tells the story of a princess rebelling against her royal obligations. She explores the city on her own and finds romance. Paramount Home Video.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - ROMANCE

DVS 70388 While You Were Sleeping
A happy-go-lucky subway employee saves the life of a man she has been admiring from afar, and soon his wacky family mistakes her for his fiancée. He lies in a hospital bed, and she finds herself falling for his charming brother. Hollywood Pictures. Rated PG.

DVS 70443 The Preacher's Wife
Denzel Washington plays a charming angel who is sent to earth to help a young minister and his beautiful wife, played by Whitney Houston, revive their marriage. Touchstone Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 70612 You've Got Mail
A blockbuster romantic-comedy in which chain bookstore magnate Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan, owner of a cozy children's bookshop, fall in love through anonymous e-mails, unaware that they are combative business rivals. Also starring Jean Stapleton, Dave Chappelle, Parker Posey, Steve Zahn, Dabney Coleman and Greg Kinnear. Warner Home Video, Rated PG.

DVS 70620 Shakespeare in Love
A romantic comedy in which Shakespeare needs passionate inspiration to cure writer's block. A secret romance with a beautiful lady starts the words flowing like never before. Starring Joseph Fiennes, Gwyneth Paltrow, and Judi Dench. Buena Vista Home Entertainment. Rated R.

DVS 70661 Bridget Jones's Diary
A busy unmarried career woman decides to put her insecurities into a journal that becomes a hilarious chronicle of her adventures with life and men. Miramax Films. Rated R.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - ROMANCE

DVS 70672 Bollywood/Hollywood
Get ready for a laugh-out-loud culture clash spiced with surprises and marvelous music. Rahul, a dashing Toronto millionaire, just wants to have fun. But he's under heavy pressure from his family to get married-to a nice, acceptable Indian girl of course. Then in a downtown club, he meets a dark-eyed, dark-haired local beauty named Sue. Rahul persuades her, with a hefty retainer, to pose as his Indian fiancée, and finds himself on an emotional roller coaster when the ruse succeeds way beyond his expectations. AudioVision Canada. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70691 Two Weeks Notice

DVS 70717 Honeymoon in Bali
Life changes for Gail Allen (Madeleine Carroll), an all-work and no-play New York business woman when she finds herself falling for easy-going, fun-loving Bill Bennett (Fred MacMurray), who runs a plantation in the South Seas. Determined not to let her heart interfere with her career, Gail rejects Bill, and he returns home. With help from her friends, Gail soon realizes that life without Bill has lost its appeal. She takes off for Bali to win him back. When she arrives at the plantation, she discovers the course of true love does not run smooth: the plantations owner's lovely daughter has persuaded Bill to marry her. A deft romantic comedy. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
DVS 70724 Fever Pitch
According to Red Sox super fan Ben Wrightman (Jimmy Fallon), finding romance is about as unlikely as his beloved team winning it all. But when Ben scores a beautiful new girlfriend named Lindsey (Drew Barrymore), suddenly anything is possible. That is until baseball season begins, and Lindsey finds herself competing with an entire baseball team for her boyfriend's heart and soul. Will Ben's obsession with the Sox put his passion for Lindsey on the bench or will love win out? And, can this team finally break the curse of the Bambino? Fox 2000 Pictures. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70731 Raising Helen
Academy Award® nominee Kate Hudson lights up the screen with John Corbett in this hit romantic comedy. A single and successful executive of the fashion world, Helen Harris (Hudson), becomes the guardian of her two nieces and one nephew after the death of her sister and her brother-in-law. Helen is the coolest aunt in New York, but what does this glamour girl know about raising kids? She finds support in the most unusual place—with Dan Parker, the handsome young pastor and principal of the kids' new school. Touchstone Pictures. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70742 Wedding Date
Single-girl anxiety causes Kat Ellis (Messing) to hire a male escort (Mulroney) to pose as her boyfriend at her sister's wedding. Her plan, an attempt to dupe her ex-fiancé, who dumped her a couple years prior, proves to be her undoing. Universal Studios. Rated PG-13.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - ROMANCE

DVS 70769 The Ambassador’s Daughter
Paris in the 1950s. To avoid potential problems, a U.S. Senator (Adolphe Menjou) wants to make the city of lights off-limits to American Servicemen posted in Europe. But the U.S. Ambassador (Edward Arnold) is opposed to the idea. To settle the issue, they decide to expose the true character of the American G.I. by putting one of them to the test. The lucky soldier (John Forsythe) gets a date with a lovely Dior fashion model (Olivia de Havilland). What he doesn’t know is that she’s also the Ambassador’s daughter. All’s fair in love and war in this sophisticated romantic comedy. 103 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70770 Cyrano de Bergerac
Few men cut as wide a swath through Paris in the 1760s as a poet whose remarkable nose is exceeded only by his reputation as a duelist. In one of love’s great ironies, the poet is persuaded to help a handsome fellow swordsman to woo Roxanne, the ravishing beauty he himself secretly adores but fears to approach. Will Roxanne realize the man whose words have won her heart is really Cyrano de Bergerac? Jose Ferrer is magnificent as the swordsman, poet and would-be lover with the long nose in this superb rendering of Edmond Rostands’s classic story. 113 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70774 The Quiet Man
Hoping to find his roots, Sean Thornton (John Wayne), an American prizefighter recently retired from the ring, returns to his ancestral home in a small village in Ireland. He falls hard for a ravishing redheaded colleen, Mary Kate (Maureen O’Hara), who is no less smitten with him. But their love match is opposed by her loutish, ill-tempered brother (Victor McLaglen). Finally, Sean is forced to fight for her hand and her heart in a bareknuckled brawl that proves to be the grandest donnybrook ever to grace the screen. Also starring Barry Fitzgerald and Ward Bond, this classic film won an Oscar for director John Ford. 131 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - SCIENCE FICTION & HORROR

DVS 19716 Star Trek V: The Final Frontier
Captain Kirk and crew battle a renegade Vulcan who hijacks the Enterprise and pilots it on an incredible journey. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 22524 Star Wars, Episode IV: A New Hope
Princess Leia is held hostage by the evil imperial forces. Luke Skywalker and the dashing Captain Han Solo team up with R2-D2 and C-3PO to rescue the princess and restore justice in the Empire. FoxVideo. Rated PG.

DVS 22543 Cocoon
An all-star cast of veteran actors, including Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn, portray a group of senior citizens who are given a second chance at being young and face crucial decisions about life and death. FoxVideo. Rated PG-13.

DVS 25979 Animal Farm
Ill-treated by a cruel master, the animals on manor farm rise up and revolt, expelling the farmer and turning the property into a communal utopia where the animals are free to work for themselves, and humans are not allowed. But after the pigs assume control, the revolution sours and the other animals soon find themselves even worse off than before. Exploited beyond their endurance they must choose either to submit to this new tyranny or revolt again to restore their utopian vision. A superb animated adaptation of George Orwell's famous fable about the dream of socialism. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 25997 Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home
Admiral Kirk and the Enterprise crew undertake a mission into Earth's past in an effort to preserve the future. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 25998 The Infinite Worlds of H.G. Wells, Volume 3
Wells recounts the tale of an old friend and mathematical genius, Albert Pyecraft, whose exceptional girth wasn’t enough to hold him down. 91 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - SCIENCE FICTION & HORROR

DVS 26041 Terminator 2: Judgment Day
Arnold Schwarzenegger is the Terminator, a cyborg that has been reprogrammed and sent back in time to protect a boy destined to lead the freedom fighters of the future. LIVE Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 26064 Total Recall
Set in the year 2084, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Sharon Stone star in a mind-bending, nightmarish conspiracy that involves a Martian mining colony ruled by a terrorizing dictator who can alter reality. LIVE Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 26906 Star Trek®: The Motion Picture
William Shatner stars as Captain James T. Kirk and Leonard Nimoy as Spock. The U.S.S. Enterprise mobilizes to stop an alien intruder from reaching Earth. Paramount Home Video. Rated G.

DVS 34868 Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country
After years at war, the Federation and the Klingon empire struggle for intergalactic peace in this thrilling action-adventure. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 40390 Scream
After a series of mysterious deaths, a seemingly peaceful community becomes a place where no one is safe. Horror thriller starring Courtney Cox, Drew Barrymore, and Neve Campbell. Dimension Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 40398 Independence Day
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - SCIENCE FICTION & HORROR

DVS 42270 Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan
Khan steals a top secret device, raids a space station, wrests control of a Federation starship, and schemes to set a deadly trap for his old enemy, Captain Kirk. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 70384 Alien
Terror begins when the crew of a spaceship investigates a transmission from a desolate planet and discovers a life form that is perfectly evolved to annihilate mankind. Fox-Video. Rated R.

DVS 70387 Jurassic Park
An island theme park featuring living dinosaurs created from prehistoric DNA plunges into a crisis when the giant creatures break free. Universal Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70390 Back to the Future
Teenager Marty McFly, played by Michael J. Fox, is accidentally sent back in time to 1955 where he's caught in a race to set his future straight. FoxVideo. Rated PG.

DVS 70434 Psycho
Alfred Hitchcock's psychological thriller starring Anthony Perkins as the troubled Norman Bates, whose old dark house and adjoining motel are not the place to spend quiet evening alone. Also starring Janet Leigh. Universal Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 70616 The Sixth Sense
A distinguished child psychologist meets a frightened and confused eight-year-old. Together they discover the child's incredible sixth sense, which leads them to mysterious places and unforgettable consequences. Buena Vista Home Entertainment. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70624 X-Men
Children who possess extraordinary and dangerous powers learn to harness them for the good of mankind. Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment. Rated PG-13.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - SCIENCE FICTION & HORROR

DVS 70625 X-Files
FBI agents hunt down a deadly virus that may be extraterrestrial in origin and could destroy all life on earth. Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70626 Dracula
1931 version with Bela Lugosi as the vampire. Universal Home Video, Inc. Not rated.

DVS 70643 The Little Shop of Horrors
A clerk in a flower shop grows a new plant that thrives amazingly on blood. He soon finds himself in danger of becoming its slave and accomplice. Subsequently made into hit stage and movie musicals, this black comedy cult classic features Jack Nicholson in his second screen appearance. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70635 The Matrix
Mysterious figures single out a young software engineer to reveal the secret that a computer has turned the world into a virtual reality. Starring Keanu Reeves and Laurence Fisburne. Warner Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 70658 Jurassic Park III
Adventure runs wild when a renowned paleontologist agrees to accompany a wealthy adventurer and his wife on an aerial tour of Ingen's former breeding ground for prehistoric creatures. But when they're terrifyingly stranded, the island's native inhabitants turn out to be smarter, faster, fiercer and more brutal than they ever imagined. Starring Sam Neill, William Macy, Tea Leoni. Universal Pictures. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70687 The Matrix Reloaded
Neo. Morpheus. Trinity. They're back for the powerful second chapter of the Matrix trilogy, and exciting new allies join them in the struggle against foes who are cloned, upgraded, and closing in on humanity's last enclave. Warner Home Video. Rated R.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - SCIENCE FICTION & HORROR

DVS 70688 Minority Report
For six years, Washington D.C. has been murder-free thanks to astounding technology which identifies killers before they commit their crimes. But when the chief of the pre-crime unit is himself accused of a future murder, he has just 36 hours to discover who set him up or he'll fall victim to the "perfect" system he helped create. DreamWorks/Universal Home Video. Rated PG-13.

DVS 70766 Heaven's Fury
When a series of freak lightning storms rattle her university, renowned meteorological scientist Dr. Valery Landis launches a personal investigation. She soon discovers that the extraordinarily powerful lightning is occurring in similar storms around the globe, and if they continue unabated, they will converge and spark the next ice age. With nothing but distrust from her superiors, Valery must team up with her husband Mark, an engineer working at the magnetic north pole, and her prodigy son Jeremy, to short-circuit the massive storms and save the planet from a deadly global freeze. 96 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Rated PG.

DVS 70768 Tornado Warning
When a storm warning he issues turns out to be a false alarm, meteorologist Jake Arledge (Gerald McRaney) is subjected to ridicule. Soon after, a bug in his software is discovered. The repaired program then predicts that a giant twister is about to hit an Oklahoma town. But no one's inclined to believe Jake's tornado warning and the mayor refuses to evacuate the town. As media gather to broadcast the weatherman's latest humiliation, and the storm-chasing tourists begins to congregate at ground zero in hopes of enjoying the spectacle, Jake struggles single-handedly to avert disaster in the face of the storm of a century. 89 minutes. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - WESTERNS

DVS 19714 True Grit
John Wayne stars as the drunken, uncouth U.S. marshal, Rooster Cogburn. Paramount Home Video. Rated PG.

DVS 25995 El Dorado
John Wayne and Robert Mitchum play a gunfighter and a sheriff who join forces to clean up a dirty town. Paramount Home Video.

DVS 40386 Unforgiven
The 1992 Academy Award® winner for Best Picture. Clint Eastwood and Morgan Freeman play retired, down-on-their-luck outlaws who pick up their guns one last time. Warner Home Video. Rated R.

DVS 50093 Shane
Alan Ladd is pitted against Jack Palance in this classic western about homesteaders trying to resist a cattle rancher's determined efforts to drive them off the land. With Jean Arthur and Van Heflin. 1953. AudioVision. Not Rated.

DVS 50514 Kansas Pacific
With the Civil War looming, an Army engineer (Sterling Hayden) is assigned to complete a vital railway line linking eastern cities with the western frontier. But Southern saboteurs attack the project at every turn, and the action escalates into a violent showdown. 1953. AudioVision. Not Rated.
DVS CATALOG - FILM - WESTERNS

DVS 70641 Lawless Frontier and Hell Town
A double-bill of vintage John Wayne Westerns. In Lawless Frontier, a man seeks the wily outlaw who killed his father. Plagued by an interfering sheriff, he joins forces with a grizzled old miner and his lovely granddaughter. In Hell Town, based on a Zane Grey story, Wayne plays a footloose free spirit with a weakness for cards. While visiting a wealthy cousin in Montana, he falls for a pretty local girl and signs on as the ramrod for a cattle drive. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70642 My Outlaw Brother
A spunky greenhorn (Mickey Rooney) in search of his long-lost brother hooks up with a Texas Ranger (Robert Preston) assigned to root out a murderous gang of Mexican raiders. South of the border, they discover the brother (Robert Stack) has ties to the gang. Their refusal to be warned off puts them in mortal danger. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70645 The Belle Starr Story
A bandit gets more than he bargained for when he wins a night with the beautiful Belle Starr in a high stakes poker game. Belle falls for him, but when he plans a robbery, she decides to beat him at his own game - and the sparks and bullets fly. An unusual twist to the legend of the famous woman outlaw. Starring Elsa Martinelli. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70654 One-Eyed Jacks
Soon after robbing a bank, Rio and his partner are surprised by the Rurales. Rio is captured, and five years later he escapes from prison. He finds his partner has become a Sheriff and family man. There's bad blood between them waiting to be spilled. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 70668 Stagecoach
"Dallas has been sent away for indecency; Doc evicted for drunkenness. Ringo is gunning for his brother's killers. The banker has taken the payroll. The gambler is looking for redemption. --and they are all on a stagecoach through Apache territory. Starring John Wayne, Andy Devine, and John Carradine. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70669 Daniel Boone
"In 1775 frontiersman Daniel Boone (George O'Brien) leads settlers into the wilderness called Kentucky. The title to the land is stolen, Boone is capture, and the settlers are the target of an attack. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70693 Lonesome Dove (Volumes 1, 2, and 4)
In 1876, legendary Texas Rangers Gus McCrae and Woodrow Call decide to drive a herd of cows north, aiming to become the first cattlemen in Montana. Along the way they battle horse thieves, Indian warriors, a ruthless half-breed renegade, and their own hearts in this epic adventure based on Larry McMurtry's best-selling novel. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70694 The Outlaws
Produced and directed by Howard Hughes, this classic intertwines three legends of the old west: gambler/gunslinger Doc Holliday, his friend sheriff Pat Garrett, and notorious Billy the Kid. When Billy shows up on a horse stolen from Doc, Pat wants to run him out of town. But Doc takes a shine to Billy and their friendship makes Pat jealous. Add a sultry young beauty, and the stage is set for showdowns and surprises. Starring Walter Huston, Thomas Mitchell, Jack Beutel, Jane Russell. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - FILM - WESTERS

DVS 70749 Gun Crazy
A Texas gambler (Richard Widmark) marries into a wealthy Mexican family and finds himself caught between a notorious desperado (Topol) and a tribe of Indians. Both are after a cache of guns hidden in the family vault. Mucho machinations make for a rowdy rollicking Western romp. AudioVision Canada. Rated R.

DVS 70752 McLintok!
John Wayne and Maureen O'Hara shower sparks in this epic Western version of The Taming of the Shrew. Packed with action, humour, romance and grand fights, it boasts fine performances from the stars and a superb support cast (Chill Wills, Yvonne de Carlo and Edgar Buchanan). Not rated.

DVS 70754 Powderkeg
To save his brother from the hangman's noose, a ruthless bandit leader (Fernando Lamas) and his gang hijack a train and threaten to slay every man, woman and child aboard unless the brother is released. Two adventurers (Rod Taylor and Dennis Cole) are called in to liberate the passengers. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70755 Return to Lonesome Dove (Volumes 1 - 4)  
(Four-part mini-series) Wild horses and 3000 miles of danger, heartbreak and heroism. Jon Voight, Barbara Hershey, Rick Schroder, Reese Witherspoon, Lou Gosset Jr., and Oliver Reed star in this compelling sequel which has all the sweet, adventure, romance, engaging characters and excitement of the original hit mini-series. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.

DVS 70761 Vengeance Valley
Burt Lancaster is fine leading the cast of this unusual Western about family ties, sibling rivalry and violent retribution. Also starring Robert Walker and Joanne Dru. Engrossing. AudioVision Canada. Not rated.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - CHILDREN’S TELEVISION

DVS 01017 Little Bill
Episode: The Meanest Thing to Say; Lavatory Story. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01019 Franklin

DVS 01020 Noggins
Episode: A Walk In Your Shoes. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01021 Little Bear

DVS 01026 Little Bear

DVS 01028 Bob the Builder
The popular children’s cartoon set in Bob the Builder’s yard. Including the charming tales of Bob the Builder and his gang of building machines-Scoop the Digger, Muck the Bulldozer, Dizzy the Cement Mixer, Loft the Crane and Roley the Steamroller. Episodes: Special Delivery Spud, Spud Goes Packing, Sneezing Scoop, and Spud Goes Apple-Picking. Narrative Television Network.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - CHILDREN’S TELEVISION

DVS 01031 Arthur
Dear Adil: Arthur is worried that his letters to his new Turkish pen pal, Adil, will be boring. After all, how can Elwood City compare to Turkey! But are Arthur’s notions about Adil’s life even close to the truth? Bitzi’s Break-Up: Bitzi is breaking up with her boyfriend, and Buster is really sad. Harry is his favorite baseball buddy! Will Buster and Harry be able to stay friends? WGBH Boston.

DVS 01032 Arthur
Lights, Camera…Opera!: When Muffy’s dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn’t be more excited—until she discovers that she’s going to the Opera. Opera singer Rodney Gilfrey guest starts to show Muffy how fun Opera can be. All Worked Up: Arthur aced five quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom’s schedule is disrupting his perfect routine?! WGBH Boston.

DVS 01033 Arthur
April 9th: April 9th begins like any other normal day…until a fire destroys the teacher’s lounge. This unexpected event finds the children dealing with a wide range of emotional reactions. Sue Ellen is devastated when her diary is ruined. Binky sees the frightening flames up close but tries to act cool. Mr. Read escapes a school catering job unhurt. And Buster feels totally left out because he overslept and completely missed the disaster! WGBH Boston.

DVS 01034 Arthur
Flea To Be You and Me: Pal is itching like crazy and the culprit is Pepe, an Italian circus flea. To save himself, Pepe enthralls Kate, Pal, and Amigo with the story of an incredible journey across four continents. Kiss and Tell: Emily returns from her summer in Paris with the amazing news that she’s been kissed…just like in a fairy tale! Now where can D.W. find her Prince Charming? WGBH Boston.
DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - CHILDREN’S TELEVISION

DVS 01035 Arthur
Big Horns George: Koko Taylor and Taj Mahal guest star in this episode celebrating “The Year of the Blues.” George is inspired to write and perform his own blues. But stage fright and self-doubt threaten to overwhelm him. Bleep: D.W. overhears a mysterious word and immediately embarks on a quest to discover its meaning. This word must be very powerful—after all, a boy said it and his mom nearly fainted! WGBH Boston.

DVS 01036 Arthur
Muffy’s Art Attack: When Muffy sees real-life kinetic sculptor Arthur Ganson’s machines, she brags that she can make even better ones...until the artist shows her that her art is beautiful when created out of self-expression, not competition. Tales From the Crib: Vicita is upset at having to trade in her cherished crib for a big-girl bed, so D.W. shares her story of that same rite of passage—and her new-found freedom. WGBH Boston.

DVS 01037 Arthur
Postcards From Buster, Parts 1 & 2: Buster’s going to New York City to meet his dad Bo, and the Reads are coming with him! He’s thrilled...but won’t his mom cry, missing him? Luckily Bitzy gives Buster a special present that will let him share his exciting trip with her—a video camera! WGBH Boston.

DVS 01038 Arthur
Binky Goes Nuts: When Binky discovers that he’s allergic to peanuts, he has so many questions: Will he be able to eat with his friends? Will his mom ever calm down? Binky learns that the best way not to go nuts is to understand his allergy. Breezy Listening Blues: Much to his horror, Brain gets a “B-“ on a test. What caused this disaster? Brain is determined to get to the bottom of this before he loses what’s left of his IQ. WGBH Boston.
DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - CHILDREN’S TELEVISION

DVS 01039 Arthur
Pick a Car, Any Car: The Read family car is broken, and so is Arthur’s heart. Can “Car Talk” hosts Click and Clack lend some much-needed advice as Arthur desperately tries to save the beloved vehicle. Jenna’s Bedtime Blues: Muffy’s annual slumber party is the envy of Lakewood Elementary. This year Jenna is finally invited and she’s absolutely horrified! What if the other girls discover she’s and occasional bedwetter? WGBH Boston.

DVS 01040 Arthur
Prunella Sees the Light: To make everything perfect for her sleepover with Marina, Prunella happily styles her room to resemble a “Henry Skreever” book. But then she panics—since Marina is blind, will decorations she can’t even see offend her... or worse make her trip? Return of the Snowball: For six months, two weeks, and four days, D.W. has been trying to solve the mystery of her snowball’s disappearance. So when it re-appears in the freezer she’s ecstatic!! But if it was taken once, how can she stop it from being stolen again? WGBH Boston.

DVS 01041 Arthur
D.W’s Time Trouble: D.W. is sick and tired of being bossed around all the time and demands to know why she couldn’t have been born before Arthur! So she goes on a magical trip through time to see what life would be like as an older sister. Buster’s Amish Mismatch: During a field trip to Amish Country, Buster becomes enamored with the simple lifestyle and vows to forgo all modern conveniences back home. But this is easier said than done. WGBH Boston.

DVS 01042 Arthur
Elwood City Turns 100!: Arthur and his friends commemorate their 100th episode in show-stopping style! Mr. Ratburn’s class is chosen to stage a musical tribute to Elwood city for its centennial celebration...which quickly becomes a drama of missed clues, inflated egos, and alien invasions. And that’s just behind the curtain! WGBH Boston.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)
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DVS 01043 Arthur
To Tibble the Truth: When the Tibble Twins’ constant lying lands them in trouble they promise only to tell the truth. But is telling every truth any better? Waiting to Go: Binky and Brain collide on the soccer field, breaking Brain’s new watch and nearly breaking their friendship. Could things get any worse? WGBH Boston.

DVS 01044 Arthur
Arthur Makes Waves: After accepting an invitation to James’s pool, Arthur and D.W. discover that his older sister is Molly, leader of the tough customers! Can Arthur and Molly get along? It Came From Beyond: Grandma Thora takes in an adorable little dog named killer, and the name fits. Can killer let her guard down long enough to make friends, or will she have to give up her new home? WGBH Boston.

DVS 01045 Arthur
Desk Wars: It’s the hottest school day of the year, and tempers are even hotter. To keep the peace, Mr. Ratburn moves Brain and Arthur away from their usual desks...and sets off a chain of reaction resulting in the most explosive desk war in third grade history! Desperately Seeking Stanley: On his third birthday, Arthur’s favorite present was Stanley, his teddy bear. But Arthur is 8-years old now—he doesn’t need his furry friend anymore...right? WGBH Boston.

DVS 01046 Arthur
Ants in Arthur’s Pants: To excel in science, Mr. Ratburn’s Class has to prove that they have P.A.N.T.S.—the ability to be patient, attentive, nosy, thoughtful, and systematic! Don’t Ask Muffy: Muffy starts an advice column in the school newspaper to launch her career as a rich and famous talk-show host. WGBH Boston.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

**DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - CHILDREN’S TELEVISION**

**DVS 01047 Arthur**
Cast Away: Arthur is thrilled when dad invites him to go fly-fishing for the weekend. But when a change in plans forces them to include D.W., Arthur’s had enough. The Great Sock Mystery: Ever wonder where all those missing socks go? Find out once and for all when baby Kate and Pal and some of their furry friends team up to solve the great sock mystery. WGBH Boston.

**DVS 01048 Arthur**
Francine’s Split Decision: Lakewood Elementary is sure to win the big bowling tournament with Francine leading the team. But Francine’s cousin is having his Bar Mitzvah at exactly the same time. Can the amazing Francine be in both places? Muffy Goes Metropolitan: Muffy happily accepts Sue Ellen’s invitation to spend the weekend in the bustling metropolis, Crown City. But can Muffy accept city realities that are quite different than her fantasies? WGBH Boston.

**DVS 01049 Arthur**
The World of Tomorrow: Since Binky’s repeating third grade, he’s totally dreading Mr. Ratburn’s annual class sleepover at the science museum. He remembers how boring it was last year. But an enticing new exhibit shows Binky that science knowledge can really come in handy. Is There a Doctor in the House?: Arthur and D.W. face the ultimate challenge when mom gets a bad cold and then…(gulp!)…gives it to dad! How will they raise baby Kate all by themselves. WGBH Boston.
DVS 01050 Arthur
Arthur’s Snow Biz: Winter hits Elwood City and Arthur sees dollar signs! His snow-shoveling business is booming—that is until Buster decides to get in on the action. Bugged: Sure, Brain can be a know-it-all, and sometimes he really bugs people. But when Brain wakes up one morning to discover that he’s a cockroach, he can’t believe it! WGBH Boston.

DVS 01051 Arthur
D.W. Beats All: After the Tibbles get a set of drums to play at the Music Festival, D.W. is determined to get an even bigger and louder one. Buster the Myth Maker: Buster is always telling incredible stories—now he claims there is a tiger in the state forest, which explains all those missing dogs. (Huh?) Can Arthur help Buster separate fact from fiction in order to solve this mystery? WGBH Boston.

DVS 01052 Arthur
Vomitrocious!: It’s just a regular day until Francine starts to feel queasy... and then throws up in the cafeteria! Now Francine is afraid to go back to school. Won’t all the kids laugh? Sue Ellen Chickens Out: Sue Ellen learns that a fast-food chain is taking over the beloved Sugar Bowl, so she rallies the gang to stage a protest. But when the kids confess that they actually like the food at Chickin Lickin, Sue Ellen worries she might have to fight all by herself. WGBH Boston.

DVS 01053 Arthur
Ferkenstein’s Monster: Inspired by Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein,” Fern tells a tale so scary that Arthur and the gang become afraid of her! Can Fern prove her skills as a writer, and create a story that’s fun instead of frightening? D.W., Dancing Queen: Binky Decides to teach D.W. to dance, but she doesn’t seem to get the moves. Is D.W. a no-talent klutz? Or is it Binky’s teaching that needs practice? WGBH Boston.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

**DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - CHILDREN’S TELEVISION**

DVS 01054 Arthur
FernFern and the Secret of Moose Mountain: Fern can’t wait to climb Moose Mountain so that she can have exciting adventures! But Francine is assigned to be her hiking buddy, and the two girls fight all the way up the trail. Thanks a lot, Binky: Binky decides to become “No More Mr. Nice Guy” after not getting thanked for saving Rattles from a dangerous stunt. But then he’s shown what life would be like without any acts of kindness. WGBH Boston.

DVS 01055 Arthur
Arthur Weighs In: Arthur is shocked to learn that he’s gotten “husky-sized.” Now he’s serious about getting in shape. Will he turn to an all-protein diet? Or will he try something really radical… exercise? The Law of the Jungle Gym: Muffy found the perfect place to take pictures with her new digital camera: the jungle gym. Unfortunately, Molly wants to bully Muffy right out of her new studio. WGBH Boston.

DVS 01056 Arthur
Castles in the Sky: The gang is devastated after their tree house collapses. Can architect Frank Gehry get them to agree on a new design and help them to rebuild? Tipping the Scales: Everyone in Arthur’s chorus group is excited about their upcoming performance in Crown City. But then strict Dr. Fugue replaces fun Mrs. Krasny as their teacher—will music class ever be fun again? WGBH Boston.

DVS 01057 Arthur
Francine’s Big Top Trouble: Francine is sure she will be a star at circus camp. Since Catherine did so well there, how hard could it be? Well, very hard, it turns out. George Blows His Top: George is always more than happy to lend his pals whatever they need. But when Buster’s borrowing gets out of control, will George risk their friendship to say enough is enough? WGBH Boston.
DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - CHILDREN’S TELEVISION

DVS 01058 Arthur
Three's a Crowd: Prunella's favorite time of day is early morning, when she and her mom do yoga. So when her best friend Marina joins them, will Prunella feel that more is merrier or that three is a crowd? A is for Angry: When Arthur decides to take on the Brain at an all-school checkers competition, everyone rallies behind the underdog, until Arthur rejects all the fan support with a big “yowl.” WGBH Boston.

DVS 01059 Arthur
Buster's Green Thumb: Buster finds out that his collection of old food makes excellent compost. His new friend, who runs the community garden, shows him what it takes to grow and care for his own plants. My Fair Tommy: Neither of the Tibble twins has ever won the coveted "good behavior of the week" cupcake award. When Tommy sets his sights on the prize, will Timmy stand in his Way? WGBH Boston.
DVS 22530 The American Experience: America and the Holocaust
This film looks at how the American government dismissed as a wild rumor allegations of extermination of the Jews, and about how political pressure led the creation of the War Refugee Board, which resulted in saving 200,000 Jews. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 2690A-D The American Experience: FDR
This four-volume set looks at the man who dared to wrest America from the snare of the Great Depression, rescue Europe from the clutches of Hitler, and change forever America’s ideas about the Presidency. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 2690A Volume 1: The Center of the World 1882-1921
DVS 2690B Volume 2: Fear Itself 1921-1933
DVS 2690C Volume 3: The Grandest Job in the World 1933-1940
DVS 2690D Volume 4: The Juggler 1940-1945

DVS 26909 The American Experience: Midnight Ramble
Recounts the history of the predominantly Black film industry centered around Oscar Micheaux. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 26928 The American Experience: The Battle of the Bulge
Packed with mesmerizing footage from newsreels and military archives, this documentary captures the single biggest and bloodiest battle in U.S. military history. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 27454 The American Experience: Geronimo and the Apache Resistance
This documentary tells the dramatic tale of a legendary medicine man, his people and their lifelong struggle to maintain ancestral lands. WGBH Educational Foundation.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - DOCUMENTARY & BIOGRAPHY

DVS 29955 The American Experience: The Kennedys: The Early Years 1900-1961
This in-depth documentary examines the shaping of the Kennedy fortune and dynasty. Part 1 focuses on patriarch and master builder Joseph P. Kennedy and his expectations of his sons. Shanachie Home Video.

The second part in this special documentary looks at the era of Camelot, from the building of the Kennedy legend to Edward Kennedy's fall at Chappaquidick and withdrawal from the 1980 Presidential race. Shanachie Home Video.

Eyes on the Prize (1954-1965)
The most comprehensive television documentary ever produced on the American civil rights movement 1954-1965. Pacific Arts, Inc. This series is made up of the following six parts:
DVS 29968 Awakenings 1954-1956
DVS 29969 Fighting Back 1957-1962
DVS 29970 Ain't Scared of Your Jails 1960-1961
DVS 29971 No Easy Walk 1961-1963
DVS 29974 Mississippi: Is This America? 1962-1963
DVS 29975 Bridge to Freedom 1965

The American Experience: Eisenhower
Chronicling the life of the 34th President in two parts, this film depicts Ike as both the man and the world leader. WGBH Educational Foundation.
DVS 34875 Part 1: Soldier
DVS 34876 Part 2: Statesman
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - DOCUMENTARY & BIOGRAPHY

DVS 35084 The American Experience: Last Stand at Little Big Horn
This Emmy® winner examines "Custer's Last Stand" from two viewpoints: the Lakota Sioux, Cheyenne, and Crow who lived on the Great Plains, and the white settlers who pushed west. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 35085 The American Experience: Amelia Earhart: The Price of Courage
A biographical portrait that explores the life of "The First Lady of the Air" and the remarkable publicity machine that kept her constantly in the limelight. WGBH Educational Foundation.

Baseball
The quintessential history of the all-American pastime, baseball, by Ken Burns. BMG Home Video.
DVS 40500 First Inning: Our Game
DVS 40501 Second Inning: Something Like a War
DVS 40502 Third Inning: The Faith of 50 Million People
DVS 40503 Fourth Inning: A National Heirloom
DVS 40505 Fifth Inning: Shadow Ball
DVS 40506 Sixth Inning: The National Pastime
DVS 40507 Seventh Inning: The Capital of Baseball
DVS 40508 Eighth Inning: A Whole New Ballgame
DVS 40509 Ninth Inning: Home
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DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - DOCUMENTARY & BIOGRAPHY

DVS 70497 Assignment Discovery: Great Books, Tales of Edgar Allan Poe / Wuthering Heights
Explore the psychology of terror in some of Poe's most haunting tales. Interwoven through these stories is the most tragic tale of all—that of author Edgar Allan Poe. Many of his tales resonate with themes from his own life: abandonment, sickness, and fear. Leading us through Poe's tales of terror are well-known horror writers and directors. Wuthering Heights: On the cold, damp moors of England burned a love that transcended death. Emily Brontë's novel of thwarted passion and cruelty was considered immoral when it was first published. The central character, Heathcliff, became an archetype for the modern anti-hero. This program compares Heathcliff's character to Bronte's life of isolation and rejection. Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 70501 Assignment Discovery: Turmoil in the 20th Century, World War II
Learn about catastrophes that changed lives across Europe and in the world beyond. See why these tragic events occurred and how they continue to affect the world today. Segments cover several nations and the icy North Atlantic. Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.

The American Experience: Vietnam: A Television History
A detailed account of the war that changed a generation and continues to color American thinking on many military and foreign policy issues.
DVS 70555 Volume 1: Roots of a War & The First Vietnam War 1945-1963
DVS 70558 Volume 4: Tet 1968 & Vietnamizing the War 1968-1973
DVS 70559 Volume 5: Cambodia and Laos & Peace Is At Hand 1968-1973
DVS 70560 Volume 6: Homefront USA & The End of the Tunnel 1973-1975
DVS 70561 Volume 7: Legacies
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DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - NETWORK TELEVISION

DVS 01000 Matlock
"The Angel." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01001 Andy Griffith Show

DVS 01002 Gomer Pyle
"Guest in the Barracks." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01004 Andy Griffith Show
"The Manhunt." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01005 Matlock
"The Seduction." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01006 Gomer Pyle
"Gomer Overcomes the Obstacle." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01007 Matlock
"The Stripper." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01008 Matlock
"The Heiress." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01009 Andy Griffith Show
"Run Away Kid." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01010 Gomer Pyle
"Gomer Learns a Bully." Narrative Television Network.
DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - NETWORK TELEVISION

DVS 01011 Gomer Pyle
"Captain Ironpants." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01012 Andy Griffith Show
"Guitar Player." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01013 Gomer Pyle
"Gomer Returns a Week's Pay." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01023 Twilight Zone
"A Game of Pool." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01024 Twilight Zone
"Dust." Narrative Television Network.

DVS 70692 Bonanza (Volume 1)
Two classic episodes from the much-loved TV series starring Lorne Greene, Michael Landon, Pernell Roberts, and Dan Blocker. In "Escape to Ponderosa," Adam is bushwhacked by three army deserters who take refuge in a nearby farmhouse. When they're discovered the Cartwrights get involved in a deadly struggle with the cruel and vindictive officer who's hunting the deserters down. In "The Bloodline," soon after Ben is forced to shoot a dangerous drunk in self-defense, the man's teenaged son arrives from back east. Vowing to avenge his father's death, and abetted by his father's ladyfriend, the troubled youth comes gunning for Ben. AudioVision Canada.
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DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - NONFICTION TELEVISION

DVS 01060 Your New House
#206: Home guru Michael Holigan gives tips on new trends in building, remodeling and financing homes. This episode includes tips on better-built roofs; planting cacti in containers; and covering a countertop with ceramic tile. Not rated.

DVS 01061 Your New House
#207: Home guru Michael Holigan gives tips on new trends in building, remodeling and financing homes. This episode includes tips on insulating a new house; mounting a bird feeder on a pole; replacing a toilet paper holder; and laying a poured faux stone walkway.

DVS 01062 Your New House
#208: Home guru Michael Holigan gives tips on new trends in building, remodeling and financing homes. This episode includes information about building a more wind-resistant home; planting a tree; and adding a shower enclosure to an existing bathtub. Not rated.

DVS 01063 Your New House
#209: Home guru Michael Holigan gives tips on new trends in building, remodeling and financing homes. This episode includes information about installing garden beds; air conditioner covers; and laying a stone patio. Not rated.

DVS 01064 Your New House
#210: Home guru Michael Holigan gives tips on new trends in building, remodeling and financing homes. This episode includes tips on energy efficient windows; electric fencing for pets; and updating a fireplace mantel. Not rated.

DVS 01065 America Sews with Sue Hausmann
#2201: Host Sue Hausmann and her guests demonstrate innovative techniques for the home sewer interested in embroidery, quilting and more. This episode features machine quilting and using buttons as embellishments. Not rated.
DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - NONFICTION TELEVISION

DVS 01066 America Sews with Sue Hausmann
#2202: Host Sue Hausmann and her guests demonstrate innovative techniques for the home sewer interested in embroidery, quilting and more. This episode features doing appliqué by machine and making tote bags. Not rated.

DVS 01067 America Sews with Sue Hausmann
#2203: Host Sue Hausmann and her guests demonstrate innovative techniques for the home sewer interested in embroidery, quilting and more. This episode shows how to decorate a teenage girl's room with bright colors in whimsical patterns. Not rated.

DVS 01068 America Sews with Sue Hausmann
#2204: Host Sue Hausmann and her guests demonstrate innovative techniques for the home sewer interested in embroidery, quilting and more. This episode features ways to add chenille to projects and a machine-embroidered journal cover. Not rated.

DVS 01069 Real Moms, Real Stories, Real Savvy
#1: Hosts Maria Aviles, Liwaza Green, and Kathie Larkin address parenting issues, medical issues, and even offer nutritional advice. This episode features homemade baby food; pediatric dentistry; SIDS; and infertility. Not rated.

DVS 01070 Real Moms, Real Stories, Real Savvy
#2: Hosts Maria Aviles, Liwaza Green, and Kathie Larkin address parenting issues, medical issues, and even offer nutritional advice. Not rated.

DVS 01071 Real Moms, Real Stories, Real Savvy
#3: Hosts Maria Aviles, Liwaza Green, and Kathie Larkin address parenting issues, medical issues, and even offer nutritional advice. This episode offers advice on feng shui in the nursery; making a romantic breakfast; parental classes; and swaddling. Not rated.
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DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - NONFICTION TELEVISION

DVS 01072 Real Moms, Real Stories, Real Savvy
#4: Hosts Maria Aviles, Liwaza Green, and Kathie Larkin address parenting issues, medical issues, and even offer nutritional advice. This episode offers information on the Holistic Moms Network; cooking with chicken; baby sign language; and infant massage. Not rated.

DVS 01073 Real Moms, Real Stories, Real Savvy
#5: Hosts Maria Aviles, Liwaza Green, and Kathie Larkin address parenting issues, medical issues, and even offer nutritional advice. This episode offers information on support systems for mothers; stroller striding; dental care during pregnancy; and pampering yourself with a makeover. Not rated.

DVS 01074 Mecca
The story of Mecca, California where Mexican workers and their families live and play while honoring their Mexican roots and traditions. Not rated.

DVS 01075 Keeping Kids Healthy
#505: Host Winnie King, M.D. and her guests discuss health issues that affect children and their families. This episode features children with cancer. Not rated.

DVS 01076 America Quilts Creatively
#613: Host Sue Hausmann and guests demonstrate quilting techniques and projects. This episode features machine quilting; incorporating photos printed to fabric; and using your computer to layout a quilt pattern. Not rated.

DVS 01078 Mental Engineering
#602: Host John Forde and guests vivisect television commercials and discuss their impact. This episode features commercials about the Toyota Tacoma, S.C. Johnson products, and the Tribeca Film Festival. Not rated.
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**DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - SCIENCE**

DVS 01016 Assignment Discovery: The Human Body
Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01018 Assignment Discovery: An Inside Look at the Flu
Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01022 Assignment Discovery: The Private Life of Plants: Branching Out
Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01027 Assignment Discovery: Broken Bones/Heart Attack
Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01029 Wild Discovery: Clever Critters
Cable in the Classroom presentation for elementary and middle school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 01077 NASA Destination Tomorrow
Scientists and researchers at NASA explain various aspects of space exploration and scientific discovery. This episode illustrates plans for unmanned and possibly manned visits to other planets and their moons in our solar system. Not rated.

DVS 34873 NOVA® This Old Pyramid
A noted egyptologist and a professional stonemason test construction theories to reveal the secrets of how ancient pyramids were built. WGBH Educational Foundation.
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - SCIENCE

DVS 35081-3 NOVA® In Search of Human Origins
Controversial fossil hunter Don Johanson takes us along on his lively quest to unravel the mystery of our human origins. WGBH Educational Foundation.
DVS 35081 Volume 1: The Story of Lucy
DVS 35082 Volume 2: Surviving Africa
DVS 35083 Volume 3: The Creative Revolution

DVS 34874 NOVA® The Miracle of Life
Take and Emmy®-winning voyage into the human body. Witness the creation of life with the help of cinematography that magnifies cells up to half a million times. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 40396 NOVA® Hurricane
Fly into the eye of the world’s most destructive storms and discover what makes them tick. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 40397 NOVA® Killer Quake
On January 17, 1994, a previously unknown fault convulsed beneath Los Angeles causing the most destructive quake in modern Los Angeles history. Join NOVA® in search of clues to where nature will strike next. WGBH Educational Foundation.

NOVA® Mystery of the Senses
An exploration of the human body’s incredible ability to perceive its environment.
DVS 42659 Volume 1: Hearing
DVS 43028 Volume 2: Smell
DVS 43174 Volume 3: Taste
DVS 43215 Volume 4: Touch
DVS 43217 Volume 5: Vision
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**DVS CATALOG - TELEVISION - SCIENCE**

DVS 70461 NOVA® B-29 Frozen In Time
Travel on a perilous mission to repair and fly a rare B-29 bomber. Gleaming like a jewel, this well preserved plane from World War II rests on the arctic tundra where it was abandoned during a crash landing in 1947. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 70462 NOVA® Lightning!
This program explores one of the most dangerous, high-voltage, natural phenomenon on earth-lightning. Experience its awesome beauty and power; hear from survivors who have escaped its wrath. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 70463 NOVA® Runaway Universe
If the observations of cosmic acceleration featured in the NOVA program "Runaway Universe" are correct, then the universe will probably continue to expand forever. Does this mean that the universe will always contain its galaxies and stars and black holes? Well, no. Nothing lasts forever, not even the stellar objects that populate the galaxies. WGBH Educational Foundation.

DVS 70496 Assignment Discovery: The Future of the Milky Way
Scientists from around the globe probe to find clues about the origins of our galaxy. See how they attempt to pinpoint the location of a strange and dangerous presence—a massive black hole-hidden at the core of the galaxy. Watch the dramatic animation of the birth and life of the Milky Way galaxy and learn what the future holds for the cosmos. Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 70500 Assignment Discovery: Blue Planet-Seas of Life-Coral Seas
Shallow, warm seas are home to coral reefs, communities abundant with some of Earth’s most colorful marine life. Learn how reefs form and grow over thousands of years. See rare footage of mass spawning on a reef. And watch as life renewed after a storm destroys this delicate ecosystem. Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.
DVS 70502 Wild Discovery: Jamu, the Orphaned Leopard
Enter the Luangwa Valley to witness the rearing of a leopard cub and preparing it for a life in the wild. Under the tender care of John Varty and his team, Jamu, an orphaned leopard, survives severe dehydration and slowly begins to explore her world. Cable in the Classroom presentation for elementary and middle school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 70503 Assignment Discovery: Your Genes, Your Future
Today's scientists are making great strides in understanding how heredity affects our health and other aspects of our lives. Four segments address the role of genetics in modern medicine: Cell Forms and Functions, Mapping the Human Genome, Big As Life: Obesity in America, and Healthy Habits. Through this presentation, students learn how our growing knowledge of genetics may transform health care in the 21st century. Cable in the Classroom presentation for middle school and high school students. Narrative Television Network.

DVS 70700 NOVA® Why the Towers Fell
For most people the image of the collapse of the World Trade Center towers on September 11, 2001, was not only a scene of unforgettable horror, it was a moment of unimaginable consequence. Within days, NOVA® began following a blue ribbon team of forensic engineers as they began searching for clues that would tell them why the towers fell. It features interviews with survivors and rescue personnel who recount the buildings' last moments and their harrowing journey to safety. WGBH Educational Foundation.
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The Last Samurai 12
The Last Time I Saw Paris 27
Laurel and Hardy's The Flying Deuces 19
Lawless Frontier and Hell Town 75
Life With Father 16
Liar, Liar 16
Lilo and Stitch 48
The Lion King 41
The Lion King Special Platinum Edition 41
Little Bear 78
Little Bill 78
Little Men 46
The Little Mermaid 45
The Little Shop of Horrors 72
Lonesome Dove (Volumes 1, 2 and 4) 76
The Lou Gehrig Story 26
### Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

**M**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Man Who Knew Too Much</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man With the Golden Arm</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Poppins</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matlock</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Matrix</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Matrix Reloaded</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLintok!</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mecca</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet the Fockers</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet the Parents</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Engineering</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Merry World of Leopold Z</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message to My Daughter</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mighty Ducks</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Million Dollar Baby</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Report</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miracle of the Cards</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

**M Con't**

Miracle on 34th Street 55  
The Miracle Worker 21  
Mr. and Mrs. Smith 12  
Mrs. Doubtfire 16  
Mr. Holland's Opus 23  
Mulan 46  
My Outlaw Brother 75  
Mystic River 32

**N**

NASA Destination Tomorrow 96  
The New Adventures of Heidi 57  
Noggins 78  
NOVA® B-29 Frozen in Time 98  
NOVA® Hurricane 97  
NOVA® In Search of Human Origins 97  
NOVA® Killer Quake 97  
NOVA® Lightning! 98  
NOVA® The Miracle of Life 97  
NOVA® Mystery of the Senses 97
Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

N Con’t
NOVA® Runaway Universe 98
NOVA® This Old Pyramid 96
NOVA® Why the Towers Fell 99
The Nutty Professor 15

O
Old Yeller 44
On Golden Pond 20
On the Run 36
One-Eyed Jacks 75
Our Town 38
The Outlaws 76

P
Parenthood 14
Parsley Days 30
The Passion of the Christ 35
Past Perfect 24
Patriot Games 8
Perpetrators of the Crime 30
Peter Pan 50
The Phantom of the Opera 59
# Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

## P
- Phenomenon 22
- The Piano 22
- Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl 10
- Pocahontas 43
- The Polar Express 57
- Powderkeg 77
- The Preacher’s Wife 65
- Psycho 71
- Pretty Woman 64
- Primary Colors 26
- The Producers 59

## Q
- The Quiet Man 68

## R
- Radiance 31
- Raising Helen 67
- Ransom 9
- Ray 33
- Real Moms, Real Stories, Real Savvy 94-95
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

R Con’t
Return to Lonesome Dove (Volumes 1-4) 77
River Niger 37
The Rock 9
Roman Holiday 64
Rookie of the Year 43
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer 56
S
The Santa Clause 55
Saving Private Ryan 25
The Scarlet Pimpernel 27
Scent of a Woman 64
Scream 70
Seabiscuit 32
A Season for Miracles 33
Schindler’s List 22
Scooby-Doo 48
Scrooge 57
Shakespeare in Love 65
Shane 74
Shark Tale 51
Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

S Con’t
Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon 62
Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Boscombe Valley Mystery 61
Sherlock Holmes Collection: Bruce Partington Plan 61
Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Creeping Man 61
Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Devil’s Foot 60
Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Illustrious Client 61
Sherlock Holmes Collection: The Problem of Thor Bridge 61
Sherlock Holmes Collection: Shoscombe Old Place 60
Sherlock Holmes Collection: Sign of Four 62
Sherlock Holmes Collection: Silver Blaze 60
Sherlock Holmes Collection: Wisteria Lodge 60
Shrek 47
Shrek 2 52
Signs 36
Sin Takes a Holiday 34
Singin’ in the Rain 58
Sister Act 14
Sister Act II: Back in the Habit 14
Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

**S Con't**
The Sixth Sense 71
Sneakers 9
The Snow Walker 11
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 42
The Snows of Kilimanjaro 9
Sophie's Choice 21
The Sound of Music 58
Soul Food 26
Speed 8
Spiderman 9
Spy Kids 48
Stagecoach 76
Stand and Deliver 21
Star Trek: The Motion Picture 70
Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan 71
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home 69
Star Trek V: The Final Frontier 69
Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country 70
Star Wars, Episode IV: A New Hope 69
Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tarzan</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ten Commandments</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminator 2: Judgment Day</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of Endearment</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There’s Something About Mary</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Came Home</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Men and a Baby</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday’s Game</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Time of Your Life</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanic</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Kill a Mockingbird</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Gun</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tornado Warning</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Recall</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy Story</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy Story 2</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasure of the Yankee Zephyr</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Trial</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Descriptive Video Collection (DVS)

Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

**T Con’t**
- True Grit 74
- True Lies 8
- Twilight Zone 92
- Twins 16
- Two Thousand and None 25
- Two Weeks Notice 66

**U**
- Undisputed 11
- Unforgiven 74

**V**
- Vengeance Valley 77

**W**
- Waiting to Exhale 22
- Wedding Date 67
- While You Were Sleeping 65
- White Christmas 55
- The White Orchid 9
- Wild Discovery: Clever Critters 96
Index of Titles (in Alphabetic Order)

W
Wild Discovery: Jamu, the Orphaned Leopard  99
Witness for the Prosecution  28
The Wizard of Oz  45
X
X-Files  72
X-Men  71
Y
You’ve Got Mail  65
Your New House  93